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Abstract in Czech 

Tato diplomová práce je zaměřena na financování podnikových činností pomocí 

rizikového kapitálu v České republice. Práce identifikuje způsoby a prostředky, díky 

kterým prospívají společnosti, do nichž byl rizikový kapitál investován. Způsoby 

zvyšování hodnoty podniku, prospěch rizikového kapitálu a další determinanty 

spolupráce managementu podniku s rizikovými kapitalisty jsou analyzovány pomocí 

čtyř případových studií z České republiky a Velké Británie. Diplomová práce se také 

zaměřuje na možnosti zlepšení daňového a právního prostředí České republiky 

z pohledu institucionálních investorů, jakožto významného zdroje rizikového kapitálu.  

Výstupem této práce je doporučení na zavedení speciální daňové sazby pro malé a 

střední společnosti, umožnění penzijním fondům a pojišťovnám investování do fondů 

rizikového kapitálu a dále zvýšení možnosti daňového odečtu nákladů na výzkum a 

vývoj. Co se týče výkonnosti managementu po investici rizikového kapitálu, 

zdůrazněna je důležitost funkce dozorčí rady, neustálé přehodnocování motivačního 

balíčku pro management a další možnosti, které umožní dosáhnutí zvýšené výkonnosti 

managementu podniku. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Abstract 

This master´s thesis focuses on venture capital financing in the Czech Republic. It 

identifies ways in which companies benefit from private equity investments and through 

analysis of four illustrative case studies it determines further possibilities of how to 

motivate managers of companies to perform even more. I have also sought for any 

spaces for improvement in the Czech private equity environment concerning tax and 

legal matters. To be able to make sound recommendations, I have also analysed two 

private equity investments from highly developed market in the United Kingdom.  

As the result of this thesis, I have found out several areas for improvement. These relate 

to establishing a special tax rate for small companies; enabling both pension funds and 

insurance companies to invest into private equity and venture capital and provide more 

generous tax deductibility of research and development expenditures. Relating to the 

private equity investments in the Czech companies, more emphasis should be put on the 

function of Board of Directors; managers who undertake management buy-out should 

also mortgage their houses, or invest their 2-years salary in the company and managerial 

packages of incentives should be continuously modified in order to ensure that 

managers are motivated to perform their utmost.  
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Introduction 

This dissertation is a contribution to the discussion about the ways in which venture 

capitalists significantly increase the value of companies in which they invest their funds. 

In order to find out this, I have analyzed the ways that led to growth of certain 

companies on four case studies. Two of them, namely AVG Technologies CZ (formerly 

GRISOFT) and Czech Precision Forge relate to venture capital investments in the 

Czech Republic. Besides, in order to be able to make a recommendation to venture 

capitalist investments in the Czech Republic, it was necessary to perform also two case 

studies from one of the most developed countries regarding private equity investments. 

For this reason I have chosen venture capitalist investments into Kurt Geiger and 

InterFlora, relating to management buy-outs in the United Kingdom. 

On total of four case studies I try to show how venture capitalists co-operating with 

managers managed to significantly increase growth of those firms and thus its potential 

value on the market. It was done primarily by necessary capital provided by venture 

capitalists that enabled companies to expand.  

In all cases, one of the most important factors was the expertise of venture capitalists in 

the particular industry and their valuable contacts which they brought to the company 

and through which they helped incumbent management to get closely to new 

technologies and to sign important contracts with internationally recognised firms.  

No less important, in cases where management buy-out occurred, was the fact, that 

managers were highly motivated by share-participation contracts which were closely 

related to their performance. In other words, they became manager-owners. Thus, 

possibility of increasing portion of management share in the company acted as a ―self-

motivating‖ tool that led managers to perform on their utmost. This is highly expected 

to put a specific portion of risk on managers which makes them to put forth effort and 

thus increase their residual claim at the time of the venture capitalists exit. As a result, 

also principal-agent problem was eliminated as the goals of both managers and venture 

capitalists were to a high degree matched up. This is also because characteristic features 

of venture capitalist contracts give them legal ways to over-ride decisions in 

circumstances when the venture capitalists and managers share opposing views. This 

further leads to goal congruence. 
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There, of course, raises the question how do we benefit from Private Equity. There are 

number of companies whose products or services we daily use and that would have not 

been so popular without venture capital investments. For example, in the morning we 

can take a coffee in Sturbucks, have a lunch in Burger King, search on the internet with 

Google and Yahoo! with AVG anti-virus protection, communicate with friends through 

Skype, share our news on MySpace.com, buy new books or compaq discs on 

Amazon.com or through eBay; do all these things on Compaq computers with processors 

Intel, borrow car from Hertz in order to go shopping for Tommy Hilfiger, Pret a Manger 

or watches from Tag Hauer. 

Nowadays, a global crisis called Credit Crunch is in a full swing. It has started during 

2007 and has led to reduction of bank liquidity, increased interbank interest rates and 

instability on capital markets. As a consequence, many banks and companies went 

bankrupt. It is very difficult to predict the impact of the crisis. Moreover, even if it does 

not affect the particular firm, its debtors can be influenced a lot.  

In particular, such events can be ones of the many reasons that lead managers to buyout 

their companies or search for venture capital investment. As many firms around the 

world can find themselves in distressing situation and the asset prices are depressed, 

private equity becomes increasingly more sought-after alternative of financing. 
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Problem definition and dissertation purpose  

This dissertation asks the question ―How to increase sales and thus growth of the 

company when the firm is in a stuck with its growth but has a huge potential, or is itself 

unable to expand more rapidly due to capital shortage as slow growth would take it 

away the opportunity to become the leading player on the market?‖ and seeks an answer 

through four case studies in which venture capitalist involvement was the crucial for 

further growth of the companies. It also tried to find out if there are any spaces for 

improvement in the Czech private equity environment. 

Venture capitalists invest their funds to the firms that are usually not quoted on stock 

exchanges. In this way they often acquire a significant stake in the firm that further 

motivates them to support growth of the firm. They also influence manager´s behaviour 

by tailoring incentives since they continuously scrutinize the firm, as contrasted to 

companies where ownership is considerably diluted. As good managers acquire high 

equity ownership the goals of both VCs and managers are to a high degree matched up. 

Balance, at which it happens, it means the optimal capital structure of the firm, is the 

principal problem for VC to cope with. 

Chapter one, Theoretical part, explores the rationality behind the determining factors in 

establishing an initial optimal capital structure in venture capital investments. It then 

describes features of private equity and venture capitalist´s criteria for the investment. It 

proceeds to locate venture capitalist and managers‘ relationship in the setting of 

Principal-Agent theory, and explains what is it that the optimal capital structure aims to 

achieve. Those goals include venture capitalists structuring and protecting their 

investment such that managers are induced to bear sufficient levels of risk, and to 

produce high levels of effort.   

Chapter two, Subject analysis and current situation, introduce private equity 

associations and their functions in the Czech Republic.  It then evaluates the suitability 

of Czech legal and business environment on the Czech market. It also describes current 

situation and future trends on the market in the Czech Republic. 

Chapter three, Analytical part case study analysis, consists of four case studies and 

relates to conducted research. It intends to answer question ―How venture capitalists 
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manage to increase growth of the company when the firm has a potential to expand but 

is in a stuck from a certain reason‖. 

Chapter four, Recommendations, encapsulates the ways the venture capitalists led 

companies to success. It emphasizes the importance of the team experience, motivation, 

importance of controlling mechanisms established by venture capitalists, such as board 

of directors or management information systems, and possible release of entrepreneurial 

skills that were muted due to the strongly set corporate governance. It provides 

recommendations of what could be done in different way and how could managers be 

even more motivated to perform their utmost. 
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1. Theoretical Part 

1.1 Capital Structure 

Capital structure is the term given to how a corporation/business finances its assets by 

using a combination of equity and debt. Its right choice is a critical decision for every 

business organization. 

The modern theory of capital structure began with the world-known paper of Franco 

Modigliani and Merton Miller (1958) called The Cost of Capital, Corporation 

Investment, and the Theory of Investment. They demonstrated that capital structure is 

irrelevant in frictionless markets
1
. In this way, firm´s dividend policy and raising capital 

through equity or debt should not affect firm´s value. However, despite of its enormous 

contribution to the theory of corporate finance, prepositions following from the paper 

need to be released because of the market imperfections that are present in the real 

world. 

Determination of the optimal capital structure through financial engineering is the 

fundamental way to increase shareholder value. The amount of capital required depends 

on many variables, such as size of the firm, degree of mechanisation or speed of capital 

turnover. General rules for setting the optimal capital structure are as follows: 

 short-term resources should be used for current assets financing 

 long-term resources should be used for long-term assets financing 

 financing of long-term assets by short-term resources is risky 

 financing of short-term assets by long-term resources is inefficient 

Part of equity is usually substituted by debt from several reasons. The most important 

one is called a tax shield which stands for a reduction in taxable income for a firm that 

is achieved through allowable achievements, such as interest paid from the debt. 

However, there is a limit, so called break-even point, behind which the substitution 

effect does not add any extra value but makes debt more expensive. In this way, 

ultimate usage of only equity or debt is not only risky but a firm looses benefits flowing 

from tax optimization.  

                                                             
1 Frictionless markets mean markets that are efficient, competitive and without taxes. 
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In the first case, when a firm uses only equity financing, it has to generate a net profit 

before it can further growth. However, although investment plans usually use  

a long-term prospective, it is quite difficult to accurately predict profits of the firm over 

a three or five year‘s period. On the other hand, a firm using large portion of debt can 

find itself overcapitalized, which either significantly increase the borrowing interest 

rate
2
, or the firm finds out that it is unable to obtain new debt from banks. Furthermore, 

banks often impose tough restrictions that force firms to make low risk business 

decisions which can lead to difficulties in the competitive environment. Thus, before 

benefits flowing from tax optimization, the capital structure of the firm should firstly 

support its strategy. 

There are two principal theories that attempt to explain how a firm chooses its structure 

of debt and equity. The first of them is called Pecking Order Theory. It claims that  

a firm prioritises the sources of financing from internal financing to equity. According 

to this theory a firm prefers using internal funds to issuing new debt and that is further 

preferred to convertible bonds. Equity issue is considered as a last resort. Hence, when 

external financing is necessary, debt is preferred to equity. This mentioned order is 

consistent with costs associated with new funds issue. This is further supported by the 

fact that when equity issue is announced, the market value of the existing shares of the 

company usually falls. It means that equity issue is usually negatively perceived by the 

market 

The other theory called Trade-off Theory relates to the belief that a firm chooses its 

sources of financing by balancing costs and benefits of various sources of finance.  

In the light of that, a firm seeks to find a trade-off between a tax shield arising from a 

debt issue and bankruptcy cost of debt. As the amount of debt increases, its marginal 

benefits declines. In the same time, marginal costs increase as the amount of debt 

increases. Thus, in order to find the optimal capital structure, a firm seeks to reach  

a trade-off between marginal benefit of tax shield and marginal cost of debt. This theory 

is the dominant one in the theory of capital structure. 

                                                             
2 As a consequence of a large D/E ratio 
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HARRIS and RAVIV (1991) in their paper The Theory of Capital Structure surveyed 

capital structure theories. They recognized large number of factors that determine firms´ 

capital structure. They identified that leverage increases with: 

 Extent of information asymmetry 

 Increase in profitability 

 Extent of regulation 

 Increase in liquidation value 

 Decrease in investigation costs 

Consequently, following from their survey, stock price 

 Increases on announcement of debt issue 

 Increases on announcement of debt for equity exchange 

 Decreases on announcement of equity for debt exchange 

 Increases on announcement of issue of convertible debt in exchange for equity 

To sum up, HARRIS and RAVIV (1991) found out that models which were 

investigated by them predict that leverage is positively related to default probability, 

firm value, liquidation value, extent of regulation and free cash flow. On the other hand, 

leverage is negatively associated with interest coverage, extent of growth opportunities 

and cost of investigation firm´s prospects. They concluded that empirical work so far 

has not sorted out which of these factors are significant in different situations. 

Another opinion was stated by Jensen and Meckling (1976) who argued that the 

determinant of the optimal capital structure is trading off debt benefits and agency cost 

of debt. This is because the firm with large cash inflows and few growth opportunities is 

quite susceptible to empire building and perquisites. Jenson (1989) claims that these 

industries can include tobacco, steel, television, brewing and radio broadcasting. 

It is now obvious that there is probably no generally optimal capital structure that would 

be suitable for all firms. One of the recent opinions was stated by Milken, M. (2009) 

who stated that „The optimal capital structure evolves constantly, and successful 

corporate leaders must constantly consider six factors -- the company and its 
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management, industry dynamics, the state of capital markets, the economy, government 

regulation and social trends.― 

1.2 Private Equity 

1.2.1 Features of Private Equity 

Private equity is an asset category that comprises equity securities in privately held 

companies. From this reason, investment in such firms usually means investment of 

capital into the company or the acquisition of the entire company, or its part. The latter 

case relating to the acquisition usually stands for Management Buy-out or Management 

Buy-in.  

1.2.1.1 Division of Private Equity 

There are many types of private equity. In fact, they can even have slightly different 

meaning in various countries. Most often, private equity can be divided into the  

sub-categories depicted on the Figure 1 below. 

Figure 1: Private equity division 

 

Resource: Institutional Investing in Private Equity Investor Forum, 7 November 2007, Prague. 

There are several financing stages relating to the development of private equity backed 

firms. These are aptly divided and described by European Private Equity & Venture 

Capital Association, as quoted below: 

 Seed: Financing provided to research, assess and develop an initial concept 

before a business has reached the start-up phase. 
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 Start-up: Financing provided to companies for product development and initial 

marketing. Companies may be in the process of being set up or may have been 

in business for a short time, but have not sold their product commercially. 

 Other early stage: Financing to companies that have completed the product 

development stage and require further funds to initiate commercial 

manufacturing and sales. They will not yet be generating a profit. 

 Expansion: Financing provided for the growth and expansion of an operating 

company, which may or may not be breaking even or trading profitably. Capital 

may be used to finance increased production capacity, market or product 

development, and/or to provide additional working capital. 

 Bridge financing: Financing made available to a company in the period  

of transition from being privately owned to being publicly quoted. 

 Rescue/Turnaround: Financing made available to an existing business, which 

has experienced trading difficulties, with a view to re-establishing prosperity. 

 Secondary purchase/Replacement capital: Minority stake purchase of existing 

shares in the company from another private equity investment organization  

or from another shareholder or shareholders. 

 Refinancing bank debt: To reduce a company´s level of gearing. 

 Management buy-out: Financing provided to enable current operating 

management and investors to acquire existing product line or business. 

 Management buy-in: Financing provided to enable a manager or group  

of managers from outside the company to buy-in to the company with the 

support of private equity investors. 

 Public to private: A transaction involving an offer to the entire share capital of  

a listed target company for the purpose of delisting the company, management 

may be involved in the offering. 
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 Other leveraged buyout: Financing provided to acquire a company (other than 

MBO, MBO, public to private or other PIPE), by using significant amount  

of borrowed money to meet the cost of acquisition. 

It is possible to see that venture capital is considered as a sub-category of private equity, 

including primarily early stages of the firm development, it means with higher risk 

incurred. However, in some countries, such as the United Kingdom, venture capital is 

often used interchangeably with private equity.  

Difference between later stages of firm development, such as a buyout, and venture 

strategies from the investor perspective was aptly expressed by Strang J. (2007) as 

follows: 

Buyout: Do 10 deals, expect 1 or 2 to fail and the rest to deliver 2x your 

investment over several years. 

Venture: Do 10 deals, expect 8 or 9 to fail and 1 or 2 to deliver 5-10x your 

investment over several years. 

Venture capital can be quite often found in the new technological or biotechnology 

firms which intend to come into the market with new products that have not proven 

themselves yet. 

It is also quite often used to finance new projects for entrepreneurs that owned or came 

into the life with their original ideas. These ideas or projects usually require substantial 

funds in order to allow firms to grow on the market. As a consequence, those firms, as 

they are young, with little or no history are considered as quite risky. From this reason it 

is usually very difficult or even impossible to obtain a bank loan. Then, although 

venture capital is quite expensive form of financing, it is often the only remaining 

possibility for the firm to expand. 

Still, venture capitalists seek only investments with very high returns, so in most cases 

the firm that accepts venture capital often profits from both the provided capital and 

valuable advices from VC. Moreover, VC usually does not require the firms to pay any 

instalments or interest so firms can use all the capital obtained without any interest 
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outflow. It is a truth that VC benefits only if the private equity backed company benefits 

as well. 

1.2.1.2 Investment Criteria 

There is a synergy effect following from the combination of VC and the firm. Provision 

of venture capital does not only relate to financial funds, it is about mutual cooperation 

between the two parties in order to develop the firm as much as possible. Venture 

capitalists are also expected to bring their managerial and technical expertise into the 

firms. Moreover, monitoring and control imposed by VC together with his expertise is 

often as valuable as the capital funds provided.  

VC leaves daily operation of the firm to incumbent management. He is usually present 

only when crucial decisions are to be made. Compared to banks, VC decides whether to 

invest in the firm according to the attractiveness of the business, not by the guarantees 

volume. 

Without regards to everything mentioned above, no VC would ever invest funds to  

a firm with poor management. It is one of the most important criteria, if not the most 

important one at all. Management is required to demonstrate their expertise, successful 

management of the firm and convincing reasons for the need of venture funds. 

Following the empirical research by Reid and Smith (2002), VCs were highly 

concerned about novelty in the market. As competition in the market is omnipresent and 

considerably fast and the first who comes to the market with a new product or service 

enjoys the juicy harvest, this statement seems to be justifiable. Permanent innovation is 

important for survival of most firms so management with bright ideas, considerable 

experiences in the market in high R&D firm reduces innovation risk and enables firm to 

profit from beating the competition.  

Reid and Smith (2002) also document that management team and employee capabilities 

were for VCs on average the factors with the highest importance. The reason can be 

seen in the uniqueness of each firm which is composed from people with different 

personalities and a unique corporate culture. In fact, VCs can focus on specific 

industries or markets and they can find there many possible firms wishing to undertake 
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MBO. However, VCs will select only few of them with the best management team in 

which they can see a high potential to lead the firm successfully. 

There are also some non-financial factors, such as public image of the firm requesting 

for the venture capital or quality of products and services. Those factors are very 

important as it is easy to lose loyal customers but very difficult to convince them to 

return back. Reid and Smith (2002) document that riskiness of such non-financial 

factors was perceived in the same way by both VCs and managers. They add that this is 

why both investors and investees often say that they get on with each other well. 

According to information from European Venture Capital Association (EVCA), there 

were over 6 million people employed in companies backed by private equity in 2005 in 

Europe. In addition, there were created over 1 million new jobs between 2000 and 2004 

(420 thousand in buyouts and 630 thousand in venture backed companies)3. For 

comparison, EVCA also stated that annual EU25 employment growth was 0,7 per cent, 

whereas annual average employment growth in buyout financed and venture backed 

companies was 2,4 per cent and 30,5 per cent, respectively. According to the Strang, J., 

(2007), there are over 200,000 companies across Europe which are legitimate aspirants 

for private equity investment. 

1.2.2 Rationale for Management Buy-out 

The standard definition for Management buy-out states it as the acquisition of  

a substantial or controlling interest in a business from its owners by its managers.  

It allows managers ―to acquire a product line or business, which may be at any stage of 

development, from either a public or private company.‖
4
 

At the organizational level, buyouts often take place because the infrastructure of  

a diversified firm is too limited to exploit the entrepreneurial opportunities that emerge. 

Evidence from divisional managers regarding the reason for buyouts provides further 

support for this argument (Wright et al. 1991). Green (1992) reports that buyout 

ownership allowed managers to perform tasks more effectively through greater 

independence to take decisions that buyout conveyed to buyout participants. 

                                                             
3  EVCA November 2008 

4
  Retrieved July 18, 2009 from http://www.venturechoice.com/glossary/management-buy-out.htm. 
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Importantly, it was not the transfer of ownership that persuaded managers to act 

entrepreneurially. Rather, managers reported that they had sought to take 

entrepreneurial actions prior to buyout but had been prevented from doing so because of 

the constraints imposed by the parent‘s control regime. 

Divisional buyouts developed in the US and UK from the early 1980s, and 

internationally from the mid-1990s, as a mechanism to ‗unlock‘ performance 

opportunities previously constrained by inefficient organizational structures (Wright et 

al. 2000). In contrast to whole firm buyouts, where LBO associations often initiate the 

transaction, incumbent management typically provides the impetus for a divisional 

buyout because these individuals recognize upside potential. Whereas agency theory 

focuses on reducing over-investment of free cash flow in whole firm buyouts, these 

divisional buyout opportunities often represent under-investment situations by the 

parent firm, especially where the division may be peripheral to a parent‘s strategy. 

The opportunity for a divisional management buy-out or investor-led buyout may occur 

when divisions reach a point where substantial rejuvenation is advantageous but which 

cannot be achieved within the existing corporate structure. 

It means that where the diversified corporation‘s existing governance or remuneration 

structure truncates managerial initiatives and rewards, the opportunity for a buyout may 

exist. Large organizations typically develop elaborate policies, procedures, and 

organizational structures to clearly define decision-making responsibilities and reduce 

decision uncertainty. It is within the context of these corporate inefficiencies that it is 

possible to see opportunities for buyouts. Entrepreneurially-oriented managers are most 

likely to become frustrated with a bureaucratic corporate structure and a stifling attitude 

toward new venture creation (Busenitz and Barney 1997).  

Indications are that managers of divisional buyouts frequently take advantage of growth 

opportunities. A study in the UK found that the majority of buyouts were initiated by 

managers who perceived opportunities to undertake entrepreneurial actions when head 

office constraints were removed (Wright et al. 1991).  

MBO can be regarded as a new way of restructuring worthy of exploration. Meanwhile, 

one thing that must be pointed out is that management buy-out is not omnipotent, nor 
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universally appropriate. Only after in-depth feasibility study can we determine whether 

to implement it or not. 

1.2.3 Occurrence of Principal-agent problem, its clarification, essence and 

importance 

Principal-agent problem arise when shareholders (principals) hire managers (agents) to 

run the company on their behalf. This incurs delegating authority to carry out functions 

necessary to perform the work. This happens due to complicatedness of the job content 

where managers are required to possess highly specialized skills and experience to lead 

the firm successfully towards its strategy. The separation of ownership and control is in 

recent corporations indispensable. Agency costs are caused by the benefits5 of the 

separation of ownership and control (Brealey, R. A. and Myers, S. C.). Furthermore, 

manager´s interests might differ from the shareholders´ ones by manager´s low effort, 

expensive perks, empire building, entrenching investment or avoiding risk.  

The question which arises is what can owners of the firm do to get managers act in their 

interest. This is partly explained by agency theory (Eisenhardt, 1985) which says that 

under uncertainty and conditions of incomplete information emerge moral hazard and 

adverse selection. Moral hazard is attributed to the fact that the principal cannot be sure 

whether agents perform on their best. Adverse selection implies the uncertainty of 

manager´s abilities to meet principal requirements. In fact, it is very difficult and 

expensive for principal to verify whether the agent behaves appropriately. The other 

agency problem is the attitude to risk. As managers cannot easily diversify individual 

risk6 compared to shareholders, they are more risk averse. From this reason they can 

prefer to undertake less risk/return projects or over-diversify their firms. According to 

agency theory, all of these subjects might cause that managers may act in their own 

interest and might pursue behaviour which do not maximise shareholder´s wealth 

(Jensen and Meckling, 1976). 

As agency theory implies, managers would normally have strong stimulus to pursue 

their own interest. However, variety of incentives has already been devised in order to 

make managers act in shareholder´s interest. Fixed wage contracts agreed between 

                                                             
5 Limited liability, professional management and shareholder diversification. 

6 In this case their employment 
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managers and shareholders are not very suitable because the existence of moral hazard 

and adverse selection could cause that managers would shirk since managers would not 

be motivated to put high effort (Eisenhardt, 1985). From this reason the compensation 

based on the residual claim is more appropriate. The ownership rights possessed by 

managers reduce adverse selection and moral hazard as managers‘ compensation 

depends on his performance (Jensen, 1983). In fact, the difference between contract 

based on manager´s behaviour and outcome-based wage can be described in terms of 

two cases (Demski & Feltham, 1978). In the case of complete information, given that 

the principal buys the behaviour of the agent, outcome-based wage would not be 

appropriate as it only put more risk on naturally risk averse manager. In the second case, 

assuming incomplete information and self-interest of managers, outcome-based 

contracts are welcomed as it reduces incentives to managers to behave in non profit 

maximising way. 

The other incentive for managers to focus on cash flow and avoiding exaggerated 

investing incurring empire building is to increase debt financing. As managers are under 

pressure to meet obligation towards the bank debt, they cannot waste money. This is  

a strong incentive for managers to avoid empire building as any failure to meet interest 

payments can cause loosing management jobs.  

Managers have to work hard as there exists a danger of a takeover. If outsiders can see 

poor management satisfying their own interest, they can acquire the firm fire the 

incumbent management and run the business more efficiently. From it follows the fact 

that management with poor performance cannot easily find similar job on the same 

position, after their discharging. 

Probably the most used and efficient incentive are stock option, giving the top managers 

right to exercise them within the predetermined period of time in the future. The value 

of the options depends on the performance of the management which is reflected in the 

value of the stock of the firm. Moreover, stock options possess a tax advantage as the 

gains are taxed as capital gains. However, this kind of incentives may imply that 

managers will focus only on the short term, trying to get the share price at the option 

exercise period as high as possible. The problem also is the state of the economy which 

affects all the firms are managers are unable to defend against it. 
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Since the incentives provided to managers do not guarantee manager´s loyalty, 

stakeholders usually decide to use monitoring in order to reassure that the input of 

individuals is appropriate. Monitoring is by shareholders delegated to the board of 

directors. It is very common that after the management buy-out debt holders are also 

members of the board, in addition to variety of bond covenants. Moreover, institutional 

investors saw boards of directors highly responsible for resolving the principal-agent 

problem. The boards can prevent from the most obvious agency actions like not going 

to work or evident perks. In addition to the board of directors, shareholders require the 

firms to be audited to assure that the performance of the firm is not overvalued and its 

prospects are not overestimated. Anyway, thorough management monitoring is costly, 

not friendly and difficult. Managers have highly specialized knowledge and the way of 

acting and they work in continuous decision-making process which is often unique. 

According to Economic Theory, principal-agent problem is solved by Management 

buyout. management buy-out also increases R&D staff size, new product development 

and technological alliances (Zahra, 1995). Empirical research (Lichtenberg and Palia, 

1997) focused on the firm productivity after the MBO indicate strong incentives for 

managers to perform well when their shareholding exceed 41,4 per cent. In addition, 

Kaplan and Stein (1993) find the negative relationship between the value of the 

management investment into LBO and its probability of subsequent financial distress. 

management buy-outs thereby lead (Jensen, 1993) to improvement in corporate 

governance of firms which is implied by the incentive effects of manager´s partial 

ownership, the discipline of debt and increased monitoring by the firm stakeholders.  

1.2.4 Features of Venture Capitalists´Contracts 

Kaplan and Stromberg (2001) discuss the characteristic features of VCs financial 

contracts. These includes cash-flow rights, voting rights, board rights, liquidation rights, 

redemption rights
7
, and other control rights. Of the 213 VCs investments observed, VCs 

used participating preferred stock
8
 in 40 per cent of their financing along with other 

combination classes of common stock and straight preferred stock. The use of these 

                                                             
7
  Gives the VC the right to demand the firm to repay the VC‘s claim and agreed upon liquidation value at 

a specified date post-investment.  These are associated with market risk and net present value of the firm. 

8 Participating preferred stocks pay specific dividends before those of common stock and takes 

precedence in the event of liquidation.  Holders get both their money back with dividends, and the money. 
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were two folds. First, it permited the VC to retain the right to over-ride decisons in 

circumstances when the VC and entrepreneur shared opposing views.  Second, the 

equity compensation provided incentives to the entrepreneur and was subject to change 

based on their performance.  

Convertible preferred equity offers the VC a stronger claim on the firms‘ liquidation 

value during a bankruptcy and this in effect shifts risk from VC to owner-managers,  

as noted by Cummings (2004). Furthermore, convertible preferred allows greater 

amount of monies to be raised to finance a buy-out, as compared to that of straight debt 

such as debentures or bank loans, as it has equity participation properties. 

Cummings and Johan (2007) add that the use of convertible preferred equity/debt stocks 

deter managers from false signalling or ―window dressing‖ the firms‘ true economic 

status as that would entice VCs to convert in up-side states. This occurs when a VC 

converts too early, and at a time when it is not optimal for managers to benefit from 

false signalling. 

Furthermore, both Casamatta (2003) and Schmidt (2003) say that convertible securities 

affect the effort of both the VC and the manager. For instance, by using convertible 

securities the VC obtains ownership in the firm and therefore has a financial motive to 

produce effort. This is  because the VC‘s return is also based on the residual value of 

the firm which goes directly to the debt and preferred equity holders which are owned 

by the VC. 

Fried and Ganor (2006) claim that VCs‘ liquidation preference far exceeds the original 

purchase price of the stock. They further say that preferred stock transfers the right to be 

paid a multiple of the purchase price before common shareholders receive payment and 

that sometimes these multiples can be as much as six times the original purchase price 

or higher.   
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1.2.4.1 The Importance of Capital Structure in Forming Efficient Contracts and 

Agency Theory 

Magnitude of the optimal capital structure to forming efficient contracts is indisputable. 

Harris and Raviv (1991) contend that there are following driving forces behind the 

creation of an optimal capital structure. First, as agency theory suggests, the aim is to 

lessen conflicts of interest that arise among all stakeholders: conflict of interest between 

owner/managers and equity holders, such as the VC funding the Buy-out, as well as 

conflict of interest between equity holders and debt holders. Second, under the heading 

agency theory, there are other problems such as asymmetric information, whereby 

managers know more about the corporations‘ financial well being, its future rate of 

return streams and future value maximising or value decreasing projects. Thus, they can 

give false signals to VCs to their advantage and they do so to lessen adverse selection 

effects.  

Agency Theory (Jensen and Meckling 1976), the study of the inevitable conflicts of 

interest that occur when individuals engage in cooperative behaviour, implies that 

managers normally have a tendency to pursue their own interests rather than to act in 

the best interest of the managers. They do so because they are often not the majority 

shareholders. Yet, they are generously compensated regardless of the company‘s 

success. They, therefore, often become a moral hazard
9
 to the owners for whom they 

were employed to maximize wealth.  

Managers are indirectly allowed to get away with it because they often hold self-

conflicting roles on the ultimate internal control of the firm - the Board of Directors 

(Jensen 1993).  In fact, they are often the CEOs of the firms. Still, they are allowed to 

represent the firm as Chairmen on the Board of Directors. As Chairmen, this gives them 

the right to decide what is to be discussed and disclosed at board meetings or how the 

CEO is hired, fired, evaluated and compensated. By holding such positions they 

ultimately dictate what is the best for them as this ―limitation to information severely 

hinders the ability of even highly talented board members to contribute effectively to 

                                                             
9 Moral hazard is a post contract risk that the agent will be negligent in his behaviour since he is not fully 

exposed to risk and therefore does not bear the full consequences of his actions. 
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the monitoring and evaluation of the CEO and the company‘s strategy‖  

(Jensen 1993, p. 36).   

Irrefutably, this structure changes with VC financing. The VC becomes the ultimate 

authority. VCs implement a monitoring and control system which attenuates 

information asymmetry and limits agency costs. Likewise, the VC can influence 

manager‘s behaviour by tailoring incentives since they continuously scrutinize the firm, 

as contrasted to firms where ownership is considerably diluted. They strike up 

contractual packages that influence managers‘ behaviour, and they do so because they 

are in a complex economic inter-relationship where risk and incomplete knowledge can 

affect the behaviour of either party (Reid 1998).  

Fortunately, the pre-contracting agency cost of adverse selection, caused by information 

asymmetry, is picked up in the due diligence process before an investment decision is 

even made. Furthermore, the post-contracting agency cost of moral hazard, is greatly 

reduced as the VC makes the owner-managers bear the consequences of their actions by 

tailoring the appropriate capital structure. This is further reinforced by incorporating  

a ‗ratchet mechanism‘ which makes the managers‘ reward, at the time of the VC‘s exit, 

directly related to their performance. Additionally, they implement an ex post 

monitoring and control system to reduce agency cost.  

As a consequence, the reason why agency problems in venture capitalist-backed firms, 

such as in MBOs are lower compared to firms with diluted ownership is because 

managers who buy-out their firms become owners.  In short, the right capital structure 

shared in the new firm with the venture capitalist acts as a ―self-motivating‖ tool for 

managers. This puts a specific portion of risk on managers which makes them to put 

forth effort and thus increase their residual claim at the time of the Venture Capitalists‘ 

exit. 

1.2.4.2 Framework for Efficient Contracting between Venture Capitalists and 

Managers 

Venture Capitalists act ―as relatively well-informed financial intermediaries‖ (Reid 

1998a, p.3) since they are investing financial resources of upstream investors who have 
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insufficient knowledge about how to flourish in a high risk and high return 

environment.  

Efficient contracting considers the risk neutral investor and his risk averse investee.  

It implies that investors should bear all risk leaving investees with complete risk 

insurance (Reid 1998a). However, in order to induce agents to make an effort, some 

appropriate level of risk is placed on them. This is aptly demonstrated by  

Figure 5 which illustrates the fundamentals for understanding the relationship between 

probability of good outcome and the effort undertaken by managers.   

Figure 2: The Demonstration of the Managers’ Indifference between Effort and no Effort  

 

Source: Reid (1998b) 

In Figure 2, OF denotes agent‘s certainty line; IF is the indifference curve when there is 

no effort executed by the agent and IF´ is the indifference curve incorporating the effort 

of the agent. If the agent demonstrates no effort situated at point a, the indifference 

curve is flatter compared to when the effort is performed, depicted by point b. This 

means that the higher the slope of the indifference curve, the higher the probability of 

the good outcome. Consequently, when effort is applied, the probability of good 

outcomes increases from P to P´. This increase in probability induced by the undertaken 
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effort makes the slope of P/(1-P) at a steeper, raising it to b with the slope of P´/(1-P´). 

Consequently, the effort undertaken makes the slope of the indifference curve steeper 

implying increased probability of good outcomes. 

The distance ab on Figure 1 then demonstrates the chance of good outcomes implied by 

the undertaken effort. Line LL´, going through the intersections of c and c´ indicates all 

the possible points showing the indifference of the agent between effort and no effort. 

Hence, a contract between principal and agent should be located on the right side from 

the line LL´ inducing willingness of the agent to increase effort. At exactly this 

direction, VCs try to construct contracts with the management.  

Fixed wage contracts agreed between managers and shareholders are not very suitable 

because the existence of moral hazard and adverse selection could cause the managers 

to shirk, since they would not be motivated to put high effort (Eisenhardt 1985). For this 

reason, compensation based on the residual claim
10

 is more appropriate. The ownership 

rights possessed by managers reduce adverse selection and moral hazard as managers‘ 

compensation depends on their performance (Jensen 1983). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
10 Residual claim is the claim to a share of earnings after the debt obligation has been repaid. 
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Figure 3: Optimal Contracting between VC and management 

 

Source: Reid (1998b) 

Point a in Figure 2, is the tangency of the principal‘s indifference curve IV and the 

indifference curve of the agent IF to the manager´s certainty line FOF. It demonstrates 

the situation when no effort is undertaken. It also indicates contractual efficiency 

implying that the VC bears all the risk. If the effort is undertaken, relevant indifference 

curves for the VC and the managers are IV´ and IF´´ respectively, with intersection in 

point d. The shaded area bounded by the two indifference curves IV´ and IF´´ and the 

line LL´ which indicates indifference between effort and no effort of managers 

demonstrates pareto improvements to point a11. Furthermore, the more accurate and 

reliable the information provided by managers to VCs is, the closer will be the distance 

between points b and c.  

Pursuing this further, it means that when the VCs feels that they know all information 

about the management buy-out investment and management teams are not withholding 

                                                             
11 It means that each point representing a certain situation in the shaded area is better than point a, making 

neither VC nor manager worse off. 
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any relevant information, the VCs can then create more efficient contract with managers 

based on exploiting all the possible indifferences between effort and no effort and hence 

moving the two indifference lines IF´ and IF´´ closer to each other. In this sense  

Reid (1998a, p.20) suggests that ―Pareto efficient contracts,…,will generally not be the 

first-best, and will require the entrepreneur to bear some risk‖. 

A noteworthy point is that both principal and agent are utility maximizers so if no 

information is available about the manager´s effort, efficient contracting would be 

situated along the LL´ line, where the manager is indifferent between effort and no 

effort.  

In the case of an ideal contractual relationship, Reid (1998a) found that the appropriate 

capital structure for the investee is much more important than the other factors, such as 

IRR. Furthermore, through risk distribution, capital structure acts partly as  

a self-motivating system, saving considerable funds and time required for a deeper 

control of managers.  

1.2.5 Risks Faced by both Venture Capitalists and Management Buy-out Team 

From the business perspective view, risk is the probability that the actual return will be 

different12 from the anticipated one. Although risk can be a subject of an individual 

opinion, it is often measured by standard deviation based on historical data.  

In the case of private equity, risk has to be frequently assessed by venture capitalists´ 

subjective opinion using their experience, skills and a ―business sense‖. It is important 

particularly in the case of early stages of development, such as seed corn or start-up, 

where firms cannot provide or have only short track of records. In this case, information 

asymmetry implying incomplete information between VCs and managers of the firm 

can arise as management team is often inexperienced and VC cannot assess with 

sufficient probability how the management team will act if the firm is caught in 

troublesome situation. From this reason VCs demand substantial risk premia which 

compensate for taking additional risk.  

                                                             
12 

It can be either the case that the actual return is higher than the expected return or lower than the 

expected return. 
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However, this way of risk assessment is also important for later stages of development, 

such as management buyouts. Risk is inherent to all aspects of management buy-outs 

and as the value of the firm is considerably higher compared to early stages of 

development, it is necessary to eliminate this risk as much as possible. In fact, VCs as 

specialists for dealing with high return and high risk investments are required to be able 

to cope with it. This risk reduction is largely carried out by monitoring and controlling 

tools, which are evidently present in all firms after the MBO deal.  

1.2.5.1 Primary Risks Faced by Venture Capitalists 

Venture capitalists are effective risk managers. Reid (1998a) argues that they 

principally face innovation risk, business risk and agency risk. In case of management 

buy-outs, agency problem is often used to analyze risk surrounding management buy-

out deal. Moreover, their empirical study also revealed that from different forms of 

private equity management buy-out is by both managers and VCs considered as the 

lowest risky investment. This is because VCs can analyze track records, the firm has 

already stable cash flows and it is possible to assess professionalism of management 

team. In management buy-outs, information asymmetry is highly eliminated because the 

firm has already been performing well, so VCs can get to know the firm well through 

due diligence and thus motivate managers by tailored incentives. Moreover, both VCs 

and managers have the same goal in value maximising and high performance of the firm 

so they both do their best in order to achieve this economical goal.  

In categories of risk used by Reid and Smith (2002, pp.10), they claim that ―Investor 

and investee interests are well-aligned, and they can then focus jointly on dealing with 

business risk‖. In fact, as far as management buy-outs are concerned, there arises a 

question why should managers hide any information from VCs. Both of them have the 

same interest in value maximising. Moreover, the more accurate information do 

managers convey to VCs, the better can VCs advise to managers, so the crux of the 

matter could be resolved more efficiently. 

Anyway, although in most cases both VCs and managers share each other´s opinion, 

they have different attitudes to risk and they may perceive various risks differently. 

Important part of risk is reduced by risk distribution which is done through equity split 

and by providing managers with options.  
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Almost certainly, the most important problem they face is information asymmetry. This 

partially leads to agency risk, which stands for the fact that not all information is 

provided to VCs or that certain information is inaccurate or un-reliable. Undoubtedly, 

VCs are concerned about agency risk much more than managers. From this follows the 

problem of adverse selection which says that pre contract, incomplete information 

enables managers to take advantage of hidden facts. This is usually coupled with the 

problem of moral hazard
13

, post-contract, which may be radically increased because of 

the lack of ownership rights possessed by managers. In other words, the capital structure 

has to be appropriately tailored to serve as a self-motivating tool for managers thereby 

inducing them to follow VCs´ best interest. Furthermore, risk is expected to be 

appropriately distributed through equity split and by equity options provided to 

managers. In this way, managers are bearing some risk and thus induced to put forth 

more effort. 

Moreover, the most important firm´s monitoring authority set up to reduce agency costs 

– board of directors, usually consist of outsiders14 who own certain equity stakes in the 

firm. In this way, board of directors performs more efficiently and has personal interest 

in the firm´s value maximisation. 

1.2.5.2  Risk Faced by the Management Buy-out team 

Although in theory efficient contracting requires risk averse manager to bear no risk, in 

practice VCs put a certain risk burden on managers in order to induce them to perform 

on their best. In fact, it is very difficult, and sometimes impossible, for managers to 

diversify risk. Instead, they are reconciled to live with it (Reid, Terry and Smith 1995). 

Compared to VCs, agency risk borne by managers is relatively unimportant (Reid and 

Smith 2002). Instead, they are more concerned about business risk.  When asked what 

the most important factor in the investee – investor relationship was, the dominant 

answer from owner-managers was to be provided with the necessary capital  

(Reid 1998a). From this response, it would appear that managers do not need any 

operational information flow from VCs. In reality, VCs are for managers very valuable 

                                                             
13  Moral hazard is a post contract risk that the agent will be negligent in his behaviour since he is not 

fully exposed to risk and therefore does not bear the full consequences of his actions. 

14 VCs are often members of the board. 
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source of advice, expertise and business contacts (Rosenstein 1988; Schefczyk and 

Gerpott 2001). In this way, VCs significantly help the firm to achieve high returns. 

Many firms would not have reached their growth potential without venture capitalist 

intervention (Hironori and Birley 2002). 

To further induce managers to perform well, they are often required to mortgage their 

houses and to put financial means such as their two-year salary into the business. Not 

only is this a high commitment to induce effort, this is also magnified with the fact that 

their reward is entirely dependent on their performance. Besides, managers who buy out 

their firms have normally no intentions to shirk effort or to waste resources. In essence, 

they become owner-managers because of the significant equity stake they possess in the 

new firm´s capital structure. In fact, they want to achieve the best possible outcome 

under the guidance of the VCs. Management buy-out is a kind of new challenge and 

usually once-in-a-lifetime opportunity which leads managers to hard work with many 

sleepless nights keeping in mind a vision of a high final reward at the time of VC´s exit.  

1.2.6  Incentives – Motivators and Risk Reduction Tools  

There are varieties of incentives created to reduce agency risk. These often include 

packages of agreements concerning acquiring preference and convertible stocks, which 

are tied to managers‘ performance. In this way, as managers acquire high equity 

ownership the goals of both VCs and managers are to a high degree matched up. 

Furthermore, because VCs act as active shareholders, managerial packages of incentives 

are continuously modified in order to ensure that managers are motivated to perform 

their utmost.  

To further reduce risk that can arise from poor performance, managers´ reward usually 

depends on their performance, implying that poor performing managers are penalized. 

Equity ratchets are used and there is a high probability that VCs will want to fire poorly 

performing managers. Ratchet mechanism is a term used to describe the situation where 

the rights to convert are linked to the profits of the new company.  The ratchet 

mechanism sets targets for successive years and increases the level of conversion rights 

every year if profit targets are missed. When conversion rights are exercised, preference 

share and loan stock holders increase their equity stake.  
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Another important tool to control risk is called veto rights. This represents the right to 

reject any actions or decisions which could affect VC´s investment. Anyway, these 

rights are not usually used so VCs lay it away and keep it hidden for the case of 

emergency.  

 Kaplan and Stromberg (2001) found that the entrepreneurs‘ cash flow rights, voting 

rights and future financing were conditional on observable measures of financial 

performance and non-financial milestones. They state that  VCs‘ value added services 

such as strategic advice or customer introduction increased with VCs‘ equity stakes but 

were not related to VCs control. Board control rights were highly correlated to VCs 

minimizing internal risks related to asymmetric information
15

 and external risks such as 

product/market risk. To sum up, voting rights, board rights, and liquidation rights were 

distributed on how well the firm performed.  When it did poorly, VCs obtained full 

control; when it did well, VCs retained their cash flow rights but gave up most of their 

control and liquidation rights. Most importantly, they found that cash flow incentives, 

control rights and contingencies written into these contracts were used as complements 

rather than substitutes.  

In essence, I am trying to show the various situations where agency problems are bound 

to arise. Having said that, it is important to add that Fried and Ganor (2006) state that 

because the VC possesses a disproportion in the negotiating power originating from his 

control rights, the VC may have motives to choose lower-value, lower-risk investments 

and exit strategies over higher-value, higher risk strategies.  For instance, the VC may 

opt for early liquidation as it promises a definite payout rather than pursuing high value 

strategies involving greater risk. By having these liquidation preferences,
16

 the VC with 

the preferred equity hurts the managers who often possess regular stocks. Finally, 

Cummings and Johan (2007) add that because managers may disagree with the VC 

exercising his control rights it opens further avenues for clashes between the two. 

                                                             
15 For instance when operations of the venture are not easily observable or captured through monitoring.  

This can happen if managers are protecting their intellectual property.  Additionally, entrepreneurs may 

have more autonomy in their actions and with the use of funds.  

16 Fried and Ganor (2006) says that VCs‘ liquidation preference far exceed the original purchase price of 

the stock and that the preferred stock transfers the right to be paid a multiple of the purchase price before 

common shareholders receive payment. 
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1.3 Role of Information Systems in Management Buy-outs 

Mitchell et al. (1997) in their 12 UK dyadic case studies, for which 40 per cent were 

management buy-outs, showed that VCs have the authority to dictate the content of 

Accounting Information System (AIS) as well as the regularity of accounting reports 

from their investees. They found that all 12 VCs requested ―monthly management 

accounts packages‖ which consisted of the balance sheet, profit and loss account and 

the statement of cash flow.   

In fact, there were more disclosures in them. For instance, the profit and loss account 

showed turnover by product lines; expenses showed the composition of the cost of sales 

and overheads; statement of cash flow showed a similar detailed breakdown. These 

were supplemented with direct and indirect performance indicators, such as measures of 

product quality, capacity utilization, capital investment proposals and gearing ratios.  

They found that while it was common for these financial statements to be submitted on 

a monthly basis, when problems arose, more information was demanded on a shorter 

time horizon. On the contrary, in four cases, VCs relaxed the frequency of reporting 

since the investees had established a satisfactory record and the relationship was 

reputable. 

To limit unexpected surprises after the management buy-out deal is executed, VCs go 

through due diligence of the specific firm. This also enables them to know the firm 

better so even contracts and other agreements would suit both VCs and managers well. 

To protect VCs further against information asymmetry, they require managers to 

provide them with frequent management account packages. Information required often 

consists of accounting data, different business ratios and other indicators showing how 

the firm is doing. Managers are then frequently inspected in the firm by VCs. To ensure 

that funds are invested efficiently, VCs can also monitor where the funds are going 

(Reid, 1998). Information systems (IS) then provide important information to both 

managers and VC, enabling them to make better decisions. The IS is usually being 

gradually developed with the stage of management buy-out. VC usually changes IS to 

provide more accurate and useful information. In this way, VC can easily verify the 

performance of the firm.  
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Mitchell et al. (1997) found, as conditions of investing, that VCs did influence how 

these internal accounting systems were designed, so that they would produce the flow 

and type of information required by the VC.  Seven of the twelve VCs further improved 

these systems by developing sales systems, creating effective credit control and costing 

systems. Accounting methods were reinforced to support decisions on the efficient 

allocation of new and existing funds. To fit such criteria, the allocations of funds were 

deemed fit, based on projections, and on the outcome after the funds had been 

expended.   

Furthermore, the AIS is a component of the monitoring and control mechanism, which 

do shed insight into the performance of the firm, the workforce, and its resources while 

limiting the need for on the site monitoring. Mitchell et al. (1997) report that VCs did 

double check that these systems functioned well and that investees could not falsify 

statements produced by these systems. They achieved this by having reputable 

accounting firms certify the AIS. Seven of the twelve VCs even took further measures 

by ―obtaining direct access to the investee internal accounting systems to get first hand 

exposure to internally generated data and reports‖ (Mitchell et al. 1997, p.14). 

Bruining et al. (2004) elaborate on the components of the Management Information 

System (MIS). While such systems are not a panacea for all management buy-outs VCs 

monitoring and control system, the conclusion was that they vary according to the 

industry and the market position of the management buy-out. This control system is 

implemented to ensure that growth targets set by VCs are met.  

The MIS consists of a diagnostic control system used to motivate, monitor, and reward 

specific goal achievements. It employs performance variables that are readily obtained 

from financial statements such as profit plans, financial budgets, and variance analysis. 

These statements have pre-set goals and corrective measure when targets are not 

achieved. They found pre buy-out such statements were supplied annually, semi-annual, 

or quarterly but post buy-out they were produced monthly. Likewise, annual capital 

expenditures were developed and used quarterly post buy-out instead of annually pre 

buy-out. Again, the submission of annual headcount reports was increased to be 

submitted semi-annually.  
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Correspondingly, pre- management buy-out profit and loss components of the firm were 

reported to the parent company; post management buy-out VCs emphasized on cash 

flow in management reports to focus on operational efficiencies to achieve set targets. 

Similarly, operational, organizational and strategic decision making was further 

improved. This meant that in situations where managers wanted to make further 

acquisitions, the VC imposed restrictions that those acquisitions were to be run as 

standalone firms, for as long as three years, while these management 

control/information systems were being installed and refined.  
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2. Subject Analysis and Current Situation 

2.1 Private Equity associations and their functions 

There are two principal organizations from which data for this part was drawn upon. 

Those are The European Private Equity and Venture Capital Association (EVCA) and 

Czech Venture Capital Association (CVCA). The former one was found in 1983 and is 

based in Brussels. EVCA represents the European private equity sector both in the 

Europe and throughout the world and it represents interests of its members to regulatory 

bodies. Among other services, it also organizes variety of forums, provides research and 

facilitates interaction between industry and EVCA members. The later one, CVCA,  

is based in the Czech Republic and represents companies in the PE industry. Its 

principal goal is to promote venture capital in the Czech Republic and inform the 

potential companies about venture capital benefits.  

2.2 Private Equity in the Czech Republic 

2.2.1 Private equity development trends in the Central and Eastern Europe 

Both fundraising and number of deals demonstrate yearly steady growth. According to 

EVCA, fundraising reached EUR 4.25 billion of new capital raised in 2007. Compared 

to 2006, it represents 89 per cent increase. Although there are some countries in Central 

and Eastern Europe which are not attractive
17

 for institutional investors, such as the 

Czech Republic, CEE region enjoys increased popularity. Of the total balance raised in 

2007, 66 per cent of capital sources were from within Europe. In addition to that, 

approximately 63 per cent of funds raised in 2007 were expected to be utilized for 

buyout deals. Although there are, and there always have been, some significant 

fluctuations caused by major one-off Management Buy-out deals, number of deals 

generally increases.  

 

 

 

                                                             
17 From private equity perspective. 
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Chart 1: Comparison of investment in Buyouts between countries in 2005 - 2007 

 

Source: EVCA 

In the same way as for fundraising, private equity investments in CEE grew 

significantly and reached EUR 3.01 billion in 2007 (EVCA). It represents 80 per cent 

increase when compared to the situation in 2006. Of the total private equity investments 

in Central and Eastern Europe, about 77 per cent was constituted by buyouts. Average 

size of buyout in 2007 was EUR 25.5 million. 

2.2.2 Current situation in the Czech Private Equity market during Credit Crunch 

Credit crunch, the term that became common in today´s world, meaning the global 

financial crisis affected all countries around the World. As no economy is immune,  

the question that arises is how deeply have the particular countries been interconnected 

with the world market and what is their dependency on export. According to 

BusinessWeek
18

, due to the relative immaturity of the private equity market and M&A 

industry, the Czech Republic weathered the storm better than most of the other 

countries. This is further testified by MESENSKY, I., manager at Ernst & Young,  

who said that there still remains a desire for private equity investments even during the 

financial crisis. The fact, that Czech private equity market has not been markedly 

affected by the credit crunch can also be seen in the deal sizes. As there have been 

                                                             
18

 Retrieved May 4, 2009 from http://images.businessweek.com/ss/09/05/0520 
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primarily small or medium size deals, they were not much affected by a lack of 

liquidity.  

Moreover, as noted by HOLASEK, J., law firm Havel Holasek, domestic private equity 

transactions have been less reliant on debt compared to the Western Europe. He further 

adds that according to the Czech National Bank, the Czech banking system continues to 

stay quite isolated from global turbulence. However, although Czech banks are not 

directly exposured to the ―toxic‖ assets in the United States of America and the United 

Kingdom, banks have been more careful in providing funds to finance private equity 

transactions. JEZ, V., the CVCA executive remarks that ―One of the only Czech banks 

with any exposure, albeit indirect, to sub-prime securities is CSOB, owned by 

Belgium‘s KBC. It had EUR 20.8 million in such instruments, which is inconsequential 

for a bank with assets of about EUR 36 billion. The Czech banking sector is 97 per cent 

foreign owned, one of the highest ratios of non-domestic ownership in the world. ―  

Despite of the fact that majority of European private equity investments are done in 

Western Europe, Central and Eastern Europe offers one of the best returns available  

in the Europe. Concerning the Czech Republic, there was over EUR 350 million 

invested in 2006. This is a good reason for more private equity investments, according 

to CVCA. In 2005 and 2006 the Czech Republic experienced increase in both 

fundraising and investments. Although there was a decline in total amount invested in 

2007, the trend is still positive. Higher fluctuations in investments in some years are 

caused by few one-off private equity investments (usually buyouts) which make the 

upward trend in private equity investments in smaller countries at the first sight 

invisible.  

JEZ, V., chairman of the CVCA, said: ―Investments by local private equity firms was 

more than EUR 170 million in 2007. The biggest deals took place in consumer goods 

and retail (EUR 52.4 million of the total amount invested) and transportation (EUR 35.8 

million of the total amount invested), collectively amounting to 67.8 per cent of the total 

amount invested in 2007. Investments in 2007 were primarily in buyout at EUR 113.4 

million, while expansion deals amounted to EUR 14.1 million. Business and industrial 
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products gathered EUR 18.7 million from five deals, while life sciences collected EUR 

12.8 million from two investments.‖ (EVCA) 19. 

The European Union accession was very beneficial for the private equity market in the 

Czech Republic. It caused changes in law in the way that some of the important M&A 

principles were harmonized with the EU law. Those changes attracted investments into 

the Czech Republic and also enabled Czech firms to become stronger in order to expand 

in foreign markets. As remarked by BOHDAL, Investkredit Bank, EU accession 

―triggered a wave of private equity activity―.  

Nearly two decades have passed since the first small private firms were founded. Some 

of those firms grew significantly and as well established companies they export to the 

other countries. Their founders, usually CEOs of those firms, are usually either seeking 

for expansion opportunities or selling their companies to other parties. In many cases, 

the incumbent management can be the first owner´s idea concerning the company´s 

future. As they know the business in which the firm operates well, the owner-managers 

are quite happy to know that their firm would stay in ―good and familiar hands‖ and that 

it would not be sold to competitors.  

2.2.3 Tax and legal environment 

Concerning private equity and venture capital investments, tax and legal environment in 

the Czech Republic is very poor. In fact, it is the worst in the Europe. EVCA performs 

benchmark of tax and legal environment among European countries in order to find out 

which countries are good to invest in. The Czech Republic was added to the benchmark 

in 2004 and it has not shown any progress since this time. Major impact of this fact is 

borne by pension funds and insurance companies for which investing in private equity 

and venture capital is extremely unattractive. According to EVCA, the Czech Republic 

does not provide any kind of fiscal incentive for investing into private equity.  

There is still huge space for improvement relating to both incentives for private equity 

seeking companies and fiscal R&D incentives. In addition, the Czech Republic does not 

                                                             
19

 Retrieved October 18, 2009 from  http://www.cvca.cz/miranda2/export/sites/www.cvca.cz/cs/ 

sys/galerie -download/Czech_Republic_ yearbook_2007_EVCA.pdf 
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provide sufficient incentives for young and small innovative companies, such as  

a special tax rate for smaller firms. 

While the above it true, there have been fiscal incentives for R&D costs since 2005.  

It implies that 100 per cent of R&D expenditures are tax deductible. This can be 

considered as a sunny side for venture capital investments. In addition to this, the Czech 

Republic can boast itself by very low income taxes. The income tax rate for individuals 

declined from 32 per cent in 2006 to 15 per cent in both 2008 and 2009. Corporate 

income tax is 20 per cent for 2009 and will decrease to 19 per cent in 2010. These rates 

are far below the European average and from the perspective of private equity and 

venture capital are very favourable. 

2.2.4 Institutional investor perspective - pension system in the Czech Republic 

World Bank outlined three pension formats (pillars) in 1998. These pillars have already 

been adopted by many countries all around the World. As described by 

INVESTOPEDIA, the goal of the pillar system is to separate the major objectives of 

pension plans into the three pillars.  

 First pillar is standardized, provides basic coverage and it is a pension system 

run by a state. It is also known as a Pay-as-you-go system, because current 

employees pay for currently retired people. 

 Second pillar is a system into which both employer and recipient pay. This 

system is known as a 401(k) in the US. 

 Third pillar is voluntary. There are smaller tax incentives, it relates to personal 

savings, insurance, investment plans, etc. 

There are only two pillars provided in the Czech Republic, the first and the third. The 

second one is missing. The first pillar, so called pay-as-you-go, is controlled and 

managed by the Czech Republic and is compulsory. The third pillar is managed by 

pension funds and is voluntary. There are also tax incentives available for participating 

in pension scheme.  

There are significant restrictions imposed on pension funds. According to the Czech 

law, pension funds are not allowed to invest into private equity and venture capital. 
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With reference to EVCA, investing in assets that potentially incur looses is severely 

penalized each year. Although pension funds are entitled to invest in OECD countries, 

they are still not allowed to invest into the above mentioned asset class. All things 

considered, the last position of all benchmark countries is reasonable. The same 

problem relates also to insurance companies. These are not allowed to invest in private 

equity nor venture capital. 
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3. Analytical Part - Case Studies Analysis 

Nowadays, global financial crisis causes several problems to companies wishing  

to expand. Before the crisis, these companies had three main possibilities of how to 

increase its capital and finance their new projects. They could have either borrow from  

a bank, issue new shares or bonds on the public market or to search for private equity 

funds. However, as the economic crisis is in a full swing, there is no public market for 

share issues.  

According to Dariusz Prończuk, managing partner of Enterprise Investors, ―even the 

best company in the world can‘t raise money on the public market except for such 

situations as emergency share issues of banks, and banks are very reluctant to grant new 

loans.‖
20

 For the best companies with viable and meaningful business plans there still 

exist venture capitalists (private equity investors). These represent one of the very few 

possibilities which are available to entrepreneurs.  

In the time of the global crisis it is very difficult for investment to happen. The hardest 

is to find the buyer who is willing to pay the price for the stake in company and a seller 

willing to agree with it. Enterprise Investors´ opinion is that the segments where Czech 

companies were always strong will to be strong also in the future. All of these 

businesses are export-driven. Dariusz Prończuk continues with saying that ―it is hard to 

have a successful business in the Czech Republic that is only a Czech-based business; 

except for things that are difficult to transport, you really need to have a business that is 

European.‖
21

 His concerns further relates to Czech managers and their ability to move 

to new markets. 

 

 

 

                                                             
20

 Retrieved November 3, 2009 from  http://www.enterpriseinvestors.cz/clanky/2307886070/private-

equity-investors-still-poised-for-investments.html 

21
 Retrieved November 3, 2009 from  http://www.enterpriseinvestors.cz/clanky/2307886070/private-

equity-investors-still-poised-for-investments.html 

http://www.enterpriseinvestors.cz/clanky/2307886070/private-equity-investors-still-poised-for-investments.html
http://www.enterpriseinvestors.cz/clanky/2307886070/private-equity-investors-still-poised-for-investments.html
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3.1 Case Study 1: Private equity investment in AVG Technologies CZ 

In this century, importance of computers connected to the Internet is 

absolutely undisputable. As it is possible to do many things online 

through the Internet, it, however, brings also considerable risk. 

Nowadays, any user of computer needs to be protected against huge 

variety of viruses, spywares, malware and other dangerous codes 

stealing user data. Amount of threat increases with number of new computers sold, 

Internet availability and technology development.  

AVG Technologies CZ, s.r.o. was founded in 1991 with the corporate name GRISOFT, 

s.r.o. as a privately held company with registered office in Brno, the Czech Republic. It 

was formed by Jan Gritzbach and Tomas Hofer. According to the statement of the 

company, it is ―focused on providing home and business computer users with the most 

comprehensive and proactive protection against computer security threats‖
22

. AVG 

name comes from the first product of GRISOFT called ―Anti-Virus Guard‖. This 

product was introduced on the Czech market in 1992. Five years later the first AVG 

licenses were sold in the UK and Germany and in 1998 also in the United States. 

Awareness of AVG increased rapidly due to providing AVG free edition for home 

users.  

In 2001, owner and one of the company founders Jan Gritzbach sold GRISOFT to 

Benson Oak Capital. They, as a private equity company managed to considerably 

increase the value of GRISOFT and four years later Benson Oak Capital sold majority 

stake in the company (65 per cent) to two private equity investors namely Enterprise 

Investors and Intel Capital. In this time, the company had about 25 million active users 

of its flag AVG product. These two private equity investors further increased value of 

the company and in 2009 successfully sold minority stake to TA Associates. In 2009 

AVG Technologies CZ had over 450 employees, more than 80 million active users of 

                                                             
22 Retrieved September 22, 2009 from  http://www.avg.com/cz-en/avg-company-profile 
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its products and offices in both Europe and the US. Management of AVG Technologies 

said that ―AVG is uniquely positioned to spearhead innovation in the industry.
23

‖ 

3.1.1 The deals and increasing the market value 

Since its foundation, GRISOFT has quickly grown from prominent provider of antivirus 

protection in the Czech Republic to one of the leading players in the world market. This 

substantial move can be credited to private equity investors. 

In 2001, when GRISOFT dominated the Czech market, Jan Gritzbach, founder of the 

company, decided to sell GRISOFT to Benson Oak Capital for undisclosed 

consideration.  

Private equity company Benson Oak Capital with primary activities in the Czech 

Republic and Slovakia assists clients with debt and equity capital rising, buyout 

financing and expansion capital for mid-size companies in the Czech and Slovak region. 

Following the acquisition, Benson Oak Capital became GRISOFT´s new owner. Benson 

Oak Capital brought substantial amount of capital and invested in development of new 

antivirus software. It also continued with expansion to foreign countries and increased 

number of direct distributors.  

Soon after the investment it has introduced much appreciated 24/7/365 helpdesk via 

both telephone and email. Regarding its employees, majority of them were specialized 

and customer support for foreign traded was broadened. Distribution channels were 

improved and stabilized. Change in trade policies helped to decrease total amount of 

accounts receivable by 40 per cent. In 2003, new version of AVG labelled as AVG 7.0 

was introduced to the market. This was the first version of AVG with a limited lifespan 

of 24 months. In practice, from then on, customer buys only a license for the limited 

period of time during which she can update virus database or/ and program 

actualization. A year later, GRISOFT further expanded to Australia, Canada and other 

countries. 

                                                             
23 Retrieved September 22, 2009 from  http://free.avg.com/ww-en/company-profile 
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These undertaken activities increased the value of GRISOFT substantially and in 2005 

Benson Oak Capital sold 65 per cent share to Enterprise Investors
24

, the Poland based 

private equity firm, and Intel Capital
25

, the US based Intel Corporation's venture 

investment fund for USD 52 million (CZK 1,25 billion). Intel Capital paid USD 16 

million for its stake with the remaining investment made by Enterprise Investors.  

This sale was said to be the largest IT transaction of the year. Benson Oak Capital 

remained in the company with minority stake. 

At the time of the sale, GRISOFT had about 25 million of active users around the 

World. Its prominent product AVG supported all well known operating systems. 

Gabriel Eichler, president of GRISOFT and founder of Benson Oak said that increasing 

importance of computer security, continuously more difficult IT environment and  

a good reputation of the company convinced us of the possibility to become leaders on 

the market
26

. He also added that he expects the two new investors to help realize 

GRISOFT´s strategy. The company expects substantial contribution from various 

synergy effects and the possibility to directly contact other companies from both Intel´s 

companies and its business partners. 

Enterprise Investors´ vice-president Rafal Bator said that they invested in GRISOFT 

because it is a fast developing company that has already obtained a good worldwide 

reputation in antivirus product sector; it continually increases number of customers and 

still improves its product offer. He also added that Enterprise Investors has rich 

experience in IT sector and that with its business and strategic know-how together with 

Intel Capital involvement it will manage to bring GRISOFT to the leading position 

among antivirus protection providers.  

Ashish Patel, executive director of Intel Capital said that the present involvement of 

Intel Capital in GRISOFT, at the time when threat of viruses and other dangerous codes 

is omnipresent, will enable Intel to provide its customers with advantages through 

common offer of products which will help to ensure increased computer security. The 

                                                             
24

 Enterprise Investors is the largest and oldest private equity company in the Central and Eastern Europe.  

25 Intel Capital (Intel Capital is Intel´s venture investment program) focuses on making minority 

investments to grow the internet economy in support of strategic interests of Intel.  
26 Retrieved September 22, 2009 from  http://www.avg.com/sk-sk/press-releases-news.ndi-314 
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cooperation with Intel should help GRISOFT to improve security on computing 

platforms for small businesses and consumers, reach new customers and market 

segments as well as optimize their security software. This investment was Intel 

Capital´s largest one in the Central and Eastern Europe. 

In 2005, after the entry of Enterprise Investors and Intel Capital, the company increased 

its sales to CZK 400 million (CZK 310 million in 2004, CZK 123 million in 2003).  

It had 108 employees. According to the Notes to Financial Statements of the company 

from 2005, its management claims that this year the company evolved from local 

software services provider to the international company with worldwide presence. 

Improved AVG 7.1 was introduced with ability to recognize potentially dangerous 

software. Additionally, in line with cooperation with Winco, the company finished new 

firewall that it incorporated into its product AVG.  

A year later, in 2006, the company continued align with its strategy to become the 

leading provider of complex anti-virus protection and acquired a German company 

Ewido Networks, anti-spyware group. Its anti-spyware was implemented into AVG 7.5, 

particularly into AVG Internet security. Last year acquisition by the two new private 

equity houses started to show its advantages, as GRISOFT got easier access to better 

technologies and valuable contacts. Moreover, Microsoft announced that AVG will be 

directly available from Windows Vista operating system. 

Newly, marketing was not part of a commercial department and therefore there was 

created a new marketing department. Average salaries increased by about 10 per cent 

and due to increasing number of employees
27

, the company moved to new premises in 

Platinium centre, Brno. This brought about employees´ satisfaction and loyalty as their 

working conditions improved. It also meant better conditions for holding business 

meetings.  

Although the company´s financial year last only 11 months, its revenues exceeded  

CZK 500 million. According to GRISOFT´s Notes to Financial Statements in 2006,  

it started to experience shortage in the IT specialist labour market, as new IT firms 

                                                             
27 176 on average according to the Notes to Financial Statements of the Company in 2006 
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come to the region. As in the previous year, the company continued with expansion to 

foreign markets, particularly in Brazil, South Africa, New Zealand and Asian countries. 

It created new language version due to which it was easier to expand on these markets. 

The company also decided to increase its marketing activities with the help of its 

current partners, mainly in the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom. 

Year 2007 was the most successful year in company´s history. The company 

experienced full influence by the two private equity houses and its revenues exceeded 

CZK 1 billion. Its profit doubled from CZK 130 million in 2006 to CZK 262 million in 

2007. The company realized its second foreign acquisition. It bought American Exploit 

Prevention Labs which developed technology LinkScanner as the first in the World, 

which protects its users against dangerous web pages in the real time (safe surfing 

technology).  

GRISOFT continued to expand and improve its offer on foreign markets and thus 

increased its sales considerably. It also opened new office in Bulgarian Sofia. As in the 

previous years, number of employees grew and increased to 265. Due to the shortage of 

IT specialists in the Czech Republic, the company recruited first IT experts from foreign 

countries. The company also went through various professional testing and it received 

several awards. Experts placed it among top 10 IT companies in TOP PROGRAM.  

It obtained certifications from West Coast Labs and TUV in Germany. On the top of 

that, the company became a member of prestige Anti Spyware Coalition which 

coordinates fight against spyware. Moreover, it founded Anti-Malware Testing Standard 

Organization.  

In connection with alarming development relating to security risks on the Internet, 

quality and reliability of AVG becomes significant competitive advantage. In 2008, 

GRISOFT was officially renamed to AVG Technologies CZ. The reason for that can be 

seen in unifying the brand and improving marketing effect. At the same time, AVG 

Technologies CZ released new AVG 8.0 which, regardless its famous very good 

protection, increased system performance and decreased loading of computers.  

This helped AVG to win variety of awards, such as Ruban D´Honneur Award rating 

AVG among leading European companies or Species Award for the best antivirus for 
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small companies. The company also received Microsoft Gold Partner certificate. 

According to renowned news service server CNet included AVG among the 20 most 

downloaded programmes ever.  

Between 2008 and 2009 it acquired another foreign company Sana Security in order to 

implement its technology for identity theft prevention into its AVG products. Success of 

AVG can be demonstrated on continually increasing sales which exceeded CZK 1,3 

billion. Also number of employees increased by 30 per cent to 344.  

The company continued to search for the right experts in software development, threat 

detection, prevention, and risk analysis both within the EU and outside the EU.  

AVG Technologies CZ opened another office in Malaysian Kuala Lumpur. It continued 

with its research and development activities and worked on a new AVG 8.5 product 

version. Traditionally, it also continued with cooperation with Brno University of 

Technology and involved its students to a project dealing with automatic formal 

analysis of malware structure and behaviour. As the result, the company applied for 

registration of its own three patents relating to malware detection.  

In 2009, AVG Technologies CZ did not expect any slowdown in its sales due to the 

global financial crisis. At the beginning of 2009 the company introduced its new 

product AVG 8.5 with its new technology Sana Security. The same year, in October, it 

launched worldwide distribution of AVG 9.0. It is the most comprehensive protection 

against viruses, spyware, spam and it also serves as a firewall. In autumn 2009, the 

company had about 450 employees. In June 2009 Enterprise Investors awarded in its 

competition called Ventura 2008 AVG Technologies CZ as the most effective company 

in its portfolio. AVG Technologies CZ won with the net margin 39 per cent. As the only 

one company it received nominations in all four categories, namely The most effective 

company, The most dynamic company, Event of the year (for cooperation with Yahoo!) 

and Manager of the Year. 
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3.1.2 The Partial Exit  

Certainly the most important event for the past few years was the acquisition by TA 

Associates
28

. On 5 October 2009 Enterprise Investors announced that TA Associates 

bought 25 per cent minority stake in AVG Technologies CZ for more than  

CZK 3,5 billion (over US $200 million). The equity was purchased from the company´s 

current shareholders Enterprise Investors, Intel Capital and Benson Oak Capital. 

Enterprise Investors remained with 34 per cent in the company the largest shareholder. 

This transaction was the largest in the CEE in 2009.  

Managing partner of Enterprise Investors Dariusz Prończuk said "We are extremely 

happy to welcome TA Associates as a shareholder in AVG. TA Associates is  

a renowned global private equity investor, with relevant experience in building the 

value of software and technology firms in the United States and worldwide. This 

experience will provide significant support for AVG in its further global expansion".  

He further added that this transaction has already returned cash that amount to four 

times the original investment in AVG Technologies CZ
29

. Enterprise Investors decided 

to retain the largest stake in the company as they believe in its great potential. 

Managing Director of TA Associates Jonathan Meeks said that ―TA Associates sees 

strong market potential in AVG, which has grown dramatically in the past few years 

and has made some very strategic acquisitions such as its LinkScanner and behavioural 

technology.‖ Jonathan Meeks with another TA Associates representative joined the 

AVG´s board of directors. He continued with saying that ―with more than 80 million 

users, award-winning products and several new technologies in the works, AVG is 

rapidly assuming a global leadership role in the security software industry. We believe 

our investment can be key to taking AVG from an important mid-sized contributor to  

a true market force, both through organic growth and acquisitions." The aim of the 

investment is to support AVG Technologies CZ in expansion to new markets and 

strengthening its position in both the United States and EU. 

                                                             
28 TA Associates is one of the largest and most experienced private equity houses worldwide.  

29 
Retrieved September 29, 2009 from  

http://www.ei.com.pl/english/main.php?plik=inc_news.php&ns=2009-10-05_01@12@00 

http://www.ta.com/
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Asking Dariusz Prończuk, managing partner of Enterprise Investors, question where he 

would like to see AVG in the future, he answered30 that ―when we invested in the 

business, it was a very small fish in the global market. Right now it‘s a company with 

85 million customers and everyone is paying attention to it. The next step in its 

development will definitely be to move into non-U.S. and non-European markets: to 

places like China, Korea and Southeast Asia. Security protection these days over the 

Internet is a must for everyone. It‘s a serious thing and security is a big industry—

people need to buy it, have it and use it just as they need to drink water or eat bread 

every day. That‘s why sales remain pretty strong. We see growth in the number of PCs 

that are protected and growing sales of the business. These are the main directions in 

which we expect the business to go‖. He further added that they expect the business to 

grow as the company has huge growth potential. 

In December 2009, Enterprise Investors raised the possibility that AVG Technologies 

CZ could be listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange in 2010. Dariusz Pronczuk from 

Enterprise Investors indicated the firm's desire to have the company listed on a local 

stock exchange. He continued that ―should the plans come to fruition, AVG could 

possibly be the largest IT Company on the Warsaw Stock Exchange while also being 

listed on either the New York Stock Exchange or London Stock Exchange. The offering 

could net AVG as much as USD 358.4 million if the company is able to realize 

acquisition goals prior to the fall 2010 IPO. AVG currently has no outstanding loan 

debts and continues to increase annual revenues. In 2008 the company earned  

USD 142 million compared to USD 80 million in 2007; an increase of 77.5 per cent. 

Market analysts predict that with AVG's good health and continued strong performance 

the company should have no difficulty realizing a successful IPO.‖
31

  

This only further underlines the effect of private equity investors and venture capitalists 

on the company.  

 

                                                             
30 Retrieved September 29, 2009 from  http://www.enterpriseinvestors.cz/clanky/2307886070/private-

equity-investors-still-poised-for-investments.html 

31 
Retrieved September 21, 2009 from  http://www.invest-iq.com/EI-plans-exit-AVG-Technologies 
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3.2 Case Study 2: Management Buyout of Czech Precision Forge 

Czech Precision Forge is a producer of steal alloy and 

aluminium closed die forgings and open die forgings, 

such as shafts, truck axles or cog wheels. The main 

customers of Czech Precision Forge can be found in the energy, automotive, aviation, 

and machinery engineering sectors. It was established on 23 May 2002 by four highly 

experienced managers. In April 2003, Czech Precision Forge acquired the assets of the 

former light forge division of Skoda Kovarny, Plzen s.r.o.  through Management Buy-In 

transaction. Czech Precision Forge is renamed Surbition Management a.s. which was 

established especially for the purpose of acquisition of Skoda Kovarny light forge 

division assets. 

3.2.1 The deal 

The transaction, in which Czech Precision Forge acquired the assets of former light 

forge division of Skoda Kovarny Plzen in 2003, was structured as Management Buy-In. 

Arca Capital, the private equity group with headquarter in Slovakia provided 

management with necessary capital in total amount EUR 4.7 million. This amount was 

used to buy the assets and also served as initial working capital necessary to run the 

company. Condition upon which Arca Capital agreed with management of Czech 

Precision Forge were that management will buy out third of the company in 2004, 

second third to be transferred a year later and the last third of the company in the fifth 

year, it means in 2007, provided that the management will meet certain critical 

performance objectives, such as current and quick liquidity, debt ratio, capital 

profitability, asset turnover, etc.  

The acquisition was developed by Czech forging experts, namely Vladimir Rada and 

Miloslav Havlik and American entrepreneurs Jack Levy and Henry Danziger. Equity 

capital was provided by Arca Capital, named as All Finance Services at the time of the 

deal. In this way, after the acquisition, Arca Capital acted as a sole owner, owning  

100 per cent of Czech Precision Forge. 

3.2.2 Restructuring company´s activities 

After the acquisition of Skoda Kovarny Plzen´s assets by Czech Precision Forge,  

a complete restructuring of the company performed by both the company´s management 
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and Arca Capital had been executed. At the beginning, Czech Precision Forge employed 

over 200 skilled workforce. Czech Precision Forge started initially by concentrating on 

serving the existing customers. Its superior value and unique capabilities should help it 

to achieve gradual expansion on new market segments.  

It was also expected that Czech Precision Forge will naturally start to export to both the 

United States and Europe due to the fact that the company was about to implement 

strategy that is based on customer service and vertical value. It installed new 

machineries and prepared capacities that were important for future growth. According 

to Arca Capital, ―The new capital also enabled a renewal of technical and production 

equipment. The significant decision about the change of energy source  

(from technological heat to compressed air) has brought an annual saving in the amount 

of almost EUR 700,000.‖ 32
 Management planned to substantially increase production of 

pre-machined custom forgings and to widen the diversity of forged materials in order to 

increase the value to its business partners. Thus, main customers of the company 

became Man B&W Diesel, Skoda Power, General Electric or Rolls-Royce Marine.  

Henrich Kis, project manager from Arca Capital said that ―The team ordered the 

company to make a complete restructuralization in the sphere of finance, markets, 

energy sources and production equipment. We ended the production of small castings, 

because there was the largest competition in this sphere and the products brought the 

lowest value. At the same time we have extended the product portfolio of CPF by 

products for new markets (aviation and automotive industries) and treatment of new raw 

materials (aluminum, copper).
33

 ―  

 

 

 

                                                             
32

 Retrieved October 9, 2009 from  http://www.arcacapital.com/en/pressroom/slovak-arca-capital-

successfully-completed-the-important-investment-in-pilsner-company-czech-precision-forge 

33
 Retrieved October 9, 2009 from  http://www.arcacapital.com/en/pressroom/slovak-arca-capital-

successfully-completed-the-important-investment-in-pilsner-company-czech-precision-forge 
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The composition of total sales regarding the exports in 2008 are demonstrated in the 

below chart.  

Chart 2: Territorial sales in 2008 

 

Data source: Czech Precision Forge´s Notes to Financial Statements 2008 

From 2003 to 2006 the company encountered continuous growth. In 2006, the company 

appointed several new members of staff on the mid-management level. The company´s 

management managed to meet the increased performance business targets in terms of 

volume and other indicators. This was, however, facilitated by the continuing boom. 

The success was marked not only by the volumes reached, but also by optimising 

products and customer portfolios as this was expected to allow making the company 

work even more efficiently in the future. During 2006, Czech Precision Forge continued 

to modernise and increased technical preparedness through investments in all strategic 

areas, such as production, tools, metalwork or upgrading computer equipment.  
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Data source: Czech Precision Forge´s Notes to Financial Statements 2008 
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Chart 3: Development of income from production 

 

Data source: Czech Precision Forge´s Notes to Financial Statements 2008 
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Chart 4: Current ratio 

 

Data source: Czech Precision Forge´s Notes to Financial Statements 2008 

This ratio measures the adequacy of current assets to meet the company´s short-term 

liabilities. In general, it reflects whether the company is in a position to meet its 

liabilities as they fall due. The standard is considered to be 1.5:1 to 2:1. The company´s 

average is 1.59, which is within the normal limit. Slightly increasing trend of this ratio 

can be credited to decrease in accounts payables as the company pays its payables in the 

short period of time. 

Chart 5: Quick ratio 

 

Data source: Czech Precision Forge´s Notes to Financial Statements 2008 
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normal limit. However, the care should be taken over the status of bank overdraft 

because a company with a low quick ratio may actually have no problem in paying its 

amounts due if sufficient overall overdraft facilities are available. In this situation, 

Czech Precision Forge had not used its overdraft. However, it has a limit up to  

CZK 10 million. 

Chart 6: Long term debts 

 

Data source: Czech Precision Forge´s Notes to Financial Statements 2008 

Long term debts (gearing) calculated as long-term obligations/ assets indicates that the 

company has very low long-term debts. This provides the company the scope to 

increase borrowings when potentially profitable projects are available. Moreover, this 

can also mean that Czech Precision Forge can more easily borrow from the bank.  

In order to increase its long-term debts (taking the loan from a bank) the company 
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Chart 7: Profitability of total paid-in means 

 

Data source: Czech Precision Forge´s Notes to Financial Statements 2008 

Profitability of total paid-in means (ROCE) is calculated as profit after tax/ assets. From 

the chart above it could seem that the company would be better off if it invests its 

capital in a high interest bank account. However, it is important to realize that managers 

of Czech Precision Forge are also its sole shareholders and thus do not particularly need 

to keep this ratio high. ROCE in 2007 increased following the exit of Arca Capital. 

Following decrease in 2008 is caused by the fact that labour costs increased by almost 

CZK 35 million, which is increase of 41 per cent compared to 2007. This amount 

constitutes bonuses which management paid to themselves in 2008. This also brought 

about the fact that the profit for the year consequently decreased. 

Chart 8: Turnover of total assets 

 

Data source: Czech Precision Forge´s Notes to Financial Statements 2008 
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On the above chart there is depicted the trend in total asset turnover calculated as  

sales/ assets. This ratio measures management´s efficiency in generating revenue from 

the asset at its disposal. It is possible to see upward sloping trend that indicated 

management´s efficiency. For example in 2008, the company generated CZK 1.66 for 

every Czech Crown worth of assets. This can be credited to successful restructuring of 

the company´s activities, increasing both its labour and production processes efficiency.   

Chart 9: Turnover of fixed assets 

 

Data source: Czech Precision Forge´s Notes to Financial Statements 2008 
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transaction, where the management is entitled to gradually purchase shares of the 

company, provided the predetermined business indicators were met. This fact was based 

on the option contract. In 2004, the management of Czech Precision Forge already 

possessed 34 per cent, a year later based on the company´s good results it purchased 

another 32 per cent of the company. The Management Buy-Out transaction was 

completed in December 2007 when management purchased remaining 34 per cent of 

the company, becoming the company´s new owner. The total value of the sale has not 

yet been disclosed.  

After the Management Buy-Out transaction, the management possesses the following 

stakes in the company: 

 Vladimir Rada  40 per cent 

 Miloslav Havlik  20 per cent 

 Joshua Michael Levy  20 per cent 

 Henry Drew Danziger  20 per cent 

Arca Capital said that during the holding period it successfully restructured the entire 

company and this enabled to almost triple its orders. However, success of restructuring 

is not only resulting of Arca Capital´s actions but it can be credited to highly motivated 

management team with broad knowledge and deep industry experiences. Management 

performed on its best due to the fact that it was highly motivated by increasing its share 

in the company. As already mentioned, possibility of management to increase its share 

in the company served as a ―self-motivating‖ tool which forced manager-owners to 

perform their utmost.  
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3.3 Case Study 3: Management Buyout of Kurt Geiger   

Kurt Geiger, established in 1963, is a recognized leading luxury shoe 

retailer within the UK. It was ―only a service business, running the 

shoe business for Harrods‖ (Financial Times, 2005, p. 18). 

Mohamed Al Fayed, owner of Harrods Group, owned Kurt Geiger 

for 12 years prior to the 2005 buy-out. Kurt Geiger sells its own and other luxury shoes. 

Its portfolio includes brands such as Gucci, Prada or Dolce & Gabbana. Furthermore, it 

is much loved by celebrities.  

3.3.1 The Deal 

In June 2005, the managers of Kurt Geiger, led by CEO Neil Clifford, undertook the 

GBP 46 million buy-out. Barclays Private Equity provided GBP 24 million to gain  

a 72 per cent stake. The Management Buy-out was a strategic objective to become 

internationally recognized as the most successful luxury shoe retailer. It allowed Kurt 

Geiger to expand its UK stores and enter other European markets. Neil Clifford said: 

"Our Company has been taking great steps forward and we believe that this partnership 

with Barclays Private Equity will enable our business to continue its growth‖  

(The Guardian, 2005, p. 19).  The opportunity arose to managers since the MBO 

allowed Harrods to focus on its core business. Furthermore, Al Fayed stated that ―Kurt 

Geiger needed to enter the next stage of its development away from the group‖ 

(Financial Times, 2004, p. 21).  

3.3.2 Markets for Luxury Shoes and Strategies to Boost Sales  

The footwear market suffered from weak consumer spending and increased competition 

caused by new department stores and supermarkets offering cheaper footwear. 

According to Verdict Research, eight out of ten of Britain´s top footwear specialists 

experienced loss or margin fall in 2006. The director of PricewaterhouseCoopers, Olivia 

Gillan, said that the situation in luxury markets is different. She remarked that players, 

such as Kurt Geiger continue to perform well because ―many consumers still want to 

treat themselves to higher priced purchases ever so often‖ (Retail Week, 2008, p. 3). 

Similarly, Simon Fitch, Graphite senior partner, observed that ―wealthy consumers are 

not as exposed to mortgages, so luxury retailers won‘t be as badly affected in the 

javascript:void(0)
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downturn‖ (Rossi, 2008, p. 1). It appears that product risk for the luxury footwear 

market is lower than those of ordinary footwear. 

In June 2006, Neil Clifford announced that 2005 was a significant year. He said that 

―We have achieved record growth, opened new outlets, entered new partnerships and 

launched into international markets‖ (Press Association National Newswire, 2006). 

Although investors prefer good financial performance over growth, as there are costs 

linked to growth, a firm´s expansion can be an important element for achieving high 

profits. Michael Lewis, from Burberry, was appointed to focus on Kurt Geigers‘ label. 

He was the first head of design.   

International expansion began in 2006 when Kurt Geiger opened a concession in 

Printemps in Paris and in Italy‘s department store La Rinascente in Milan. Furthermore, 

Kurt Geiger signed a five-year footwear licence to design, develop and distribute French 

Connection's shoe collections (Retail Week, 2007, p. 7) and became BAA's chosen 

partner for luxury shoes at Heathrow, Gatwick, Luton and Stansted airports.  

Management altered the reporting tool and sat up new intranet in order to provide more 

relevant information to both senior management and employees enabling them to 

achieve better performance. This system, designed to ensure that pre-set goals are met, 

provided managers with up to date financial and business ratios and information about 

profitability of all the business entities. Furthermore, it gave Barclays a snapshot of the 

firm‘s performance thus reducing information asymmetry. Managers also signed up 

Kurt Geiger to the social shopping site Osoyou.com which has more than 150,000 

fashion and beauty items on sale (Retail Week, 2008).   

Kurt Geiger agreed to a joint venture franchise contract with the Landmark Group in the 

Gulf region in 2007 where its goals are to open 29 stores within the next five years 

(Drapers, 2007). Two will be opened in Dubai. Steven Silvester, director at Barclays 

Private Equity, said that ―During the period of our involvement, and with our strong 

support and active encouragement, Neil Clifford and his team have taken the business 

from strength to strength. At the same time, they have carefully laid the foundations for 

further growth both in the UK and overseas‖ (Factiva Press Release Service, 2008).  

In short, as Kurt Geiger expanded, managers´ commitment with support from Barclays 

Private Equity secured its position in a highly competitive market. 
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All parties involved achieved outstanding results from the exceptional cooperation.  

In 2005, sales increased by 5 per cent to GBP 110.5 million making record profits of 

GBP 7.2 million (In-Store, 2006). Also, five new stores which opened in the same year 

performed 20 per cent above expectations. In just one year, 2006 earnings rose by  

13 per cent to GBP 8M with sales increasing by nearly 18 per cent to  

GBP 130.1 million (The Observer, 2008). According to The Mail on Sunday (2008), 

forecasted sales for 2008 are GBP 190 million with a GBP 10 million profit. 

3.3.3 The Exit 

At the time of Barclays‘ exit in 2008, Kurt Geiger had 96 trading locations with over  

70 concessions in leading department stores, such as Harrods, Selfridges, Liberty and 

House of Fraser. Graphite Capital bought it in secondary buy-out for GBP 95 million. 

The management team increased their stake by more than 30 per cent  

(Press Association National Newswire, 2008). Clifford, retained his post as CEO in the 

secondary buy-out
34

.
 
Managers acquired this stake as the remuneration for their good 

financial results.  

I cannot stress enough just how important the right capital structure is. It is the most 

important incentive used to induce owners-managers to perform their utmost. It worked 

as a self-motivating tool. Barclays Private Equity made a 2.5 times return on its original 

investment. Steven Silvester, director at Barclays Private Equity, commented that ―Kurt 

Geiger has provided us with a very good return on our investment and adds to our first 

class track record in the retail sector‖ (Factiva Press Release Service, 2008).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
34 Barclays Private Equity Sells Kurt Geiger in £95m Buy-Out Backed By Graphite Capital (2008). 

Retrieved from Barclays Private Equity website www.bpe.com August 10, 2008. 
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3.4 Case Study 4: Management Buyout of InterFlora 

Interflora started in the UK since 1923 under the brand of the  Florists‘ 

Telegraph Delivery Association and officially operated under the 

Interflora name in 1953. It had existed as a not for profit co-operative until 

the beginning of 2005 when it was changed from a trade association to a 

private company (Yorkshire Post, 2005). Management did this to strategically realign 

Interflora thereby making it an attractive investment for anyone considering funding the 

management buy-out.  

Before the February 2005 management buy-out, Interflora was 100 per cent own by  its 

1,850 member florists. Interflora‘s market share declined from 75 per cent in 2000 to  

a meagre 27 per cent at the time of the management buy-out in 2005 due to increased 

competition from rivals such as Tescos, Mark and Spencer,  and Next (The Sunday 

Herald, 2005).  

3.4.1 The Deal and Active Governance 

A five member management team headed by CEO Steve Richards, previously the 

managing director of Manchester United merchandising business, initiated the buyout. 

After two years of PricewaterhouseCoopers running an auction for investors, 3i 

eventually won the bid from a list of 15 canditates which included foreign investors and 

several UK venture capitalists (Midlands Business Insider, 2005). David Colclough, 

Director of 3i describes, ―We were attracted by the opportunity to help revitalize one of 

the longest standing and most recognized brands in the UK. We were very aware of the 

complexities of acquiring a ‗not for profit‘ membership organization with its own 

unique culture and history. We had to understand and empathize with that culture and 

then come up with a structure that was attractive to different stakeholders with different 

requirements. This included the 1,850 member florists, the board, an independent 

steering committee, the management team and the court‖ (3i.com).  

3i needed 75 per cent vote from member florists in order to proceed with the 

management buy-out. They won 87.1 per cent vote. 3i made a 100 per cent offer but 

permitted Interflora‘s members to hold up to 35 per cent stake in the newly restructured 

for- profit establishment (Birmingham Post, 2005).  By giving the member florists the 

choice to own as much as 35 per cent stake in the joint venture, 3i mitigated the risk 
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associated with this unique culture since this gave the florists a continued ownership in 

a legacy they prided themselves upon.   

David Colclough says that a pivotal reason why contention amongst the florists and 3i 

was mitigated was because 3i had ―experience with dealing with brands and retailers.‖ 

Furthermore, ―The florists understood that 3i would introduce talented board 

executives, financial rigor and discipline to the organization and take an active 

involvement in the business‖ (3i.com). Additionally, by appointing Bernard Norman as 

chairman who had in-depth retail experience from achieving significant sales and profit 

growth during his time at Littlewoods and Thomas Cook, Richard Bishop another 3i 

director said ―this will be a powerful combination of an ambitious management team, 

and an experienced new chairman along with 3i‘s experience in backing top brands‖ 

(Birmingham Post, 2005, p.23).  

While 3i takes the stance that ―we do not get involved in the day-to-day operational 

decisions‖ (Lincolnshire Echo, 2005, p. 1) they limit agency risk by employing 

competent board members who evaluated whether the strategies management pitched 

was the best option for 3i. Additionally, because this chairman worked closely with 

management, the combined team formulated plans which limited business risk and 

made Interflora better able to compete with these ‗high street giants‘. Obviously,  

the competition gained market dominance simply because they offered a substitute good 

at a cheaper price because they were able to bulk buy and re-distribute cheaper. 

3i bought out a majority stake amounting to 63 per cent for GBP 23.3 million; 

management raised  GBP 200,000 to obtain 19 per cent and the remaining 18 per cent 

was distributed amongst some 400 members (Midlands Business Insider, 2005 and The 

Daily Telegraph, 2006). The 1,650 members who opted to take the cash recieved 

winfalls
35

 of between GBP 5,000 and GBP 12,000.  Nothing can be a more powerful 

weapon to effectively reduce moral hazard than the marriage of ownership and control. 

                                                             
35 A one-off gain, in cash or shares, when mutual building societies convert to stock market-quoted banks, 

or are taken over. 
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This is why managers were able to purchase a 19 per cent ownership stake for the price 

of a 0.54 per cent ownership stake.
36

   

3.4.2 Under Pressure to Perform - Strategies Employed by MBO team  

According to The Sunday Herald (2005), the annual UK flower sale is worth some GBP 

1.8 billion. Furthermore, before the management buy-out, Interflora had an EBITDA of 

GBP 2,995,144 and was able to almost tripple that only 12 months after 3i‘s 

involvement to an EBITDA of GBP 8,118,414 (3i.com). 

This is how they were able to acheive increased sales. First, its website was remodeled 

to serve as a Virtual Retailer having capabilities including merchandising, marketing, 

personalization, analytics, loyalty programming, catalogue management and other 

features  which enable customers to choose from a diverse line of new products such as 

mixing and matching flowers with suitable gifts (PR Newswire Europe, 2005).  

This increased online sales by 43 per cent (3i.com). Interflora finally utilized the power 

of the growing demand in online shopping after it updated its online site after eight 

years!  

Second, management re-financed by borrowing GBP 8 million to be used for working 

capital, repayment towards some of  3i‘s initial funding, and provisions for more 

competive financial services to Interflora‘s members which enabed florists to group buy 

at lower cost (Yorkshire Post, 2005). This allowed the members to become more 

competitive while  increasing their profit margins.  

Third, management upgraded the central order system. This allowed orders to be 

processed in real time and ensured same day delivery on orders made after 2 pm which 

Interflora was unable to achieve under the old system. The new system  handled surges 

in demand and increased order delivery by 25 per cent on busy occasions such as 

mother‘s day (VNU Business Publications, 2006).  

I would like to stress here the impact of the information system upgrade. It is easy to 

loose good customers and once lost, very difficult to convince them to come back.  

                                                             
36 (GBP 23.3m x 100)/63=GBP 36.98 million which is approximately the total combined value of 

Interflora  and GBP 200,000/36.98 million = 0.54 per cent which is managements‘ purchase price over 

the approximate value of Interflora.  
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So, this ensured higher customer satisfaction. Additionally, this was a way for 

management to address the problems of ‗bottle necks‘ caused by system overload.  

Furthermore, it meant that the florist closest to where delivery was to be made process 

such orders and thus cutting delivery cost. All these, of course, affected net profit 

positively.   

Third, management launched a marketing campaign which sent subtle reminders to 

customers via e-mail or post based on their three year historical buying habits.  

This captured further sales such as birthdays, anniversaries and not just the typical sales 

on valentines, mother‘s, and christmas day. It was a strategic ―customer management 

programme repositioning Interflora as the flower expert‖ (Centaur Communications 

Limited, 2005, p.5). Fourth, many shops rebranded with individual florist having their 

own websites. This enabled them to further capitalize on the Interflora brand name and 

unique flowering arrangement which competitors were unable to replicate  

(3i.com; Lincolnshire Echo, 2005). 

3.4.3 The Exit 

Eighteen months after Interflora‘s management buy-out, 3i exited by selling it for  

GBP 65.7 million excluding transaction costs to US based FTD Group.  

The management team retained their positions after the exit. Alan Stevenson, a director 

of 3i, said that the ―management team had achieved a three-year plan in 17 months and 

it was the optimum time to sell‖ (The Times, 2004b, p.4). 3i report that they made  

an IRR of 135 per cent and a money multiple of 3.1 times their initial investment.  

The 400 florists who did not accept cash 18 months prior trippled their investment 

realizing GBP 36,000 each. Accordingly, the big winners were the five managers who 

received GBP 8 million on their GBP 200,000 investment (The Daily Telegraph, 2006). 

Here, it is natural to draw inference that management did not miss their  yearly profit 

targets. Therefore, 3i was unable to use the ―ratchet mechnism‖ to increase its equity 

stake and thus allowed managers to earn 39 times their initial investment at the time of 

the exit. It proved to be a powerful incentive for managers to reposition Interflora which 

was on the brink of failure. 
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Recommendations 

Despite of the fact that majority of European private equity investments are done in 

Western Europe, Central and Eastern Europe offers one of the best returns available in 

the Europe. This was aptly demonstrated on the two Czech case studies in which the 

companies enjoyed funding from private equity houses. Their both sales and profit 

increased significantly and the initially invested funds generated high returns to venture 

capitalists. Despite of the good returns on investments in the Czech companies, it was 

possible to see some differences between the investment environment in the Czech 

Republic and the United Kingdom. These differences should be taken into account as 

they constitute the difference between the worst and one of the best private equity 

investment environments in the Europe. In fact, tax and legal environment in the Czech 

Republic is the worst in the Europe from the private equity perspective. 

The European Union accession was very beneficial for the private equity market in the 

Czech Republic. It caused changes in law in the way that some of the important M&A 

principles were harmonized with the EU law. Those changes attracted investments into 

the Czech Republic and also enabled Czech firms to become stronger in order to expand 

in foreign markets. However, there still persist some areas for improvement.  

Regarding the investment environment in the Czech Republic, one of the very few 

advantages compared to well established foreign markets are very low income taxes. 

The income tax rate for individuals declined from 32 per cent in 2006 to 15 per cent in 

both 2008 and 2009. Corporate income tax was 20 per cent in 2009 and decreased to 19 

per cent for 2010. These rates are far below the European average and from the 

perspective of private equity and venture capital are very favourable.  

Compared to the United Kingdom, their rates are less favourable. However, there are 

several incentives to stimulate investments in private equity and venture capital. Private 

individuals investing up to GBP 200,000 in a Venture Capital Trust are entitled to 

income tax relief as 30% on the investment provided that it is held for at least 5 years. 

Income distributed by the Venture Capital Trust will not be subject to tax in the hands 

of the individual investor and capital gains released by an individual on the sale of share 

in a Trust will be free of capital gain tax. 
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Another area for improvement relates to SME companies. The Czech Republic does not 

provide sufficient incentives for young and small innovative companies, such as a 

special tax rate for smaller firms. Although there is space for improvement also in the 

United Kingdom by providing additional support to young companies, the situation is 

more favourable. Despite the reduction in the company tax rate from 30% to 28% in 

2008, the United Kingdom provides a reduced rate of 20% for small and medium 

companies with taxable profits up to GBP 300,000. Although there are very low taxes, it 

would be worth considering introducing such an incentive also for small Czech 

companies. 

Further, restrictions imposed on both pension funds and insurance companies which 

wish to invest in the Czech Republic should be released. It is also one of the most 

important reasons why the situation in the Czech Republic is rated as the worst. For 

pension funds and insurance companies, investing in private equity and venture capital 

in the Czech Republic is extremely unattractive. The Czech Republic does not provide 

any kind of fiscal incentive for investing into private equity.  

There are significant restrictions imposed on pension funds. According to the Czech 

law, pension funds are not allowed to invest into private equity and venture capital. 

With reference to EVCA, investing in assets that potentially incur looses is severely 

penalized each year. The same problem relates also to insurance companies. These are 

not allowed to invest in private equity nor venture capital. On the contrary, pension 

funds and insurance companies in the United Kingdom do not face any constraints when 

investing in the asset class, apart from those defined in the EU Directives. There are no 

quantitative or qualitative investment rules impeding pension funds and insurance 

companies‘ investments in private equity and venture capital, apart from the prudent 

person rule. Also, there are no geographical restrictions to invest. 

Next category relates to research and development incentives. There have been fiscal 

incentives for R&D costs since 2005 in the Czech Republic. It implies that 100 per cent 

of R&D expenditures are tax deductible. This can be considered as a sunny side for 

venture capital investments. While this may be true, the United Kingdom provides 

several fiscal incentives for business R&D expenditure which are available to small and 

medium companies and, on a less generous scale, also to larger companies. It allows 
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small and medium companies a 175% and larger companies a 130% deduction for 

qualifying R&D expenditure.  

Thus, in order to improve investment opportunities in the Czech Republic and in this 

way make it easier for Czech companies to obtain private equity funds, it would be 

worth considering restructuralization of the following areas. Firstly, special tax rate for 

small companies should be introduced. Secondly, it should be enabled to both pension 

funds and insurance companies to invest into more asset classes, such as private equity 

and venture capital. Next, tax deductibility of research and development expenditures 

should be provided on a more generous basis. Finally, more favourable income tax 

should be introduced for small and medium companies. In this way, investing into 

Czech companies from the private equity investors perspective shold become more 

attractive and enable faster growth of the Czech companies. 

Relating to the results of Czech case studies, more emphasis should be put on the 

function of Board of Directors. Venture capitalists should hire highly experienced board 

members to help managers with decision making and to ensure that managers make 

decisions that increase the value of the company. It would also be valuable to provide 

them with part of equity capital in order to keep the board members motivated. 

Managers of Czech companies could be forced to mortgage their houses, or invest their 

2-years salary in the company in order to make them to perform on their best. Also, as 

venture capitalists act as active shareholders, it would be suitable if managerial 

packages of incentives were continuously modified in order to ensure that managers are 

motivated to perform their utmost.  
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Conclusion 

This dissertation asked how to increase growth of the company when the firm is in a 

stuck with its growth but has a huge potential, or is itself unable to expand more rapidly 

due to capital shortage as slow growth would take it away the opportunity to become the 

leading player on the market. It also tried to find out if there are any spaces for 

improvement in the Czech private equity environment. It sought an explanation through 

four case studies in which venture capitalist involvement was the crucial for further 

growth of those companies. 

In order to find out this, I have analyzed the companies in the way that shows what the 

problem was that companies sought for private equity, how did venture capitalists 

managed to increase growth of the companies, their cooperation with management and 

the result of their mutual endeavour.  

When compared the case studies, I have identified some differences between the private 

equity investments in the Czech Republic and the United Kingdom. These relate to both 

investment environment and the way venture capitalists manages the investment. In 

both countries, venture capitalist´s ownership structure allowed rapid decision making 

by board members. This flexibility of the control system allowed urgent corrective 

actions to be taken when the need arised. 

It seems that lower emphasis is put on the function of Board of Directors in the Czech 

Republic. In the United Kingdom venture capitalist investments, they usually hire 

highly experienced board members to help managers with decision making and to 

ensure that managers make decisions that increase the value of the company. They 

should also act as a supervisory authority to provide direct control and monitoring of 

management actions. To ensure that board of directors work properly, it is also possible 

to provide them with part of equity capital.  

Also, there was put higher emphasis on accounting information systems in the United 

Kingdom as venture capitalists entirely changed it to provide direct and up to date 

relevant financial indicators.  
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Further, unlike the situation of management buy-out of InterFlora, managers of the 

Czech Precision Forge were not forced to put their financial means in the company, or 

their 2-years salary. Moreover, as explained in chapter 1.2.4.2 which relates to efficient 

contracting between venture capitalist and managers of the particular company to 

induce even higher effort to perform best, venture capitalists could require to mortgage 

their houses.  

Also, as venture capitalists act as active shareholders, it would be suitable if managerial 

packages of incentives were continuously modified in order to ensure that managers are 

motivated to perform their utmost. Equity ratchets were used in case studies from both 

countries so the rights to convert were linked to the performance of the company. Good 

performance of these companies was supported by the fact that venture capitalists did 

not require payments of any dividend and prefered to invest the funds into the company.  

Concerning the investment environment in the Czech Republic, I have said that special 

tax rate for small companies should be introduced. Pension funds and insurance 

companies should be allowed to invest into more asset classes, such as private equity 

and venture capital. Tax deductibility of research and development expenditures should 

be provided on a more generous scale and more favourable income tax should be 

introduced for small and medium companies.  

In this way, investing into Czech companies from the private equity investors 

perspective shold become more attractive and enable faster growth of the Czech 

companies. 
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